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 ડૉ. ફાફાવાશફે આંફેડકયજીની દ્રષ્ટિએ: શળક્ષણ દ્વાયા ભહશરા વળક્તતકયણ 

્ૈ આ.ાજા (ૉીએચ.ુી સ્ટ ુન્િ) 

     પ્રસ્તાલના  

 આધુનનકમુગભાાં આજે ભનશરાઓ જુદા જુદા ક્ષેત્રે આગ લધી યશી છે તે આણા વોને ભાટે ગોયલની લાત છે .યાંતુ 

ભનશરાઓને આ ગરયભાૂણણ દયજ્જા વુધી શોંચતા ઘણ વભમ રાગ્મ છે .ભાત્ર અના દેળ વુધીની આ લાત 

વીનભત નથી યશી .અભેરયકા કે જે નલશ્લભાાં ભશાવતા તયીકે નફયાજભાન છે તેભ છતાાં ત્માની નાયીઓએ ભતાનધકાયન 

શક્ક ભેલલા ભાટે ઘણાં ઝઝૂભલુાં ડમુાં ત્માયે તેભને ભત આલાન અનધકાય ભળ્મ .ત છી ફીા દેળની ત લાત જ 

ળી કયલી ?આણા દેળભાાં ઇનતશાવ તયપ દ્રનિાત કયીએ ત લૈરદકકાભાાં ભનશરાઓ વન્ભાનજનક દયજ્જજ 

ધયાલતી શતી .તે ઋનભુનનઓ વાથે મજ્ઞભાાં ણ બાગીદાય ફનતી જેભ કે ગાગી ,ઘા , અારા ,અરદનત જેલા 

અનેક નાભ પ્રનવદ્ધ છે .ત્માયફાદ ભાતૃસ્તક કુટુાંફવ્મલસ્થાભાાં ણ ભનશરાઓન ઉંચ દયજ્જજ શત .યતુાં 

નતૃવતાક કુટુાંફ વ્મલસ્થા છી ભનશરાઓન દયજ્જજ ધીભે ધીભે નીચે જલા રાગ્મ .અને તેભાાં ણ ભનુસ્ભૃનતની 

યચના છી ત ભનશરાઓની નસ્થનત વાલ ગુરાભ જેલી ફની ગઈ. 

    ભનશરા વળનક્તકયણન વાભાન્મ અથણ જઈએ ત ભનશરાઓને વળક્ત ફનાલલી જેથી તે તાના જીલનને રગતા 

નનણણમ તે રઈ ળકે અને રયલાયભાાં તથા વભાજભાાં વાયી યીતે યશી ળકે .વભાજવુધાયકએ ણ ભનશરાઓ ભાટે 

ઘણા વુધાયાઓ કમાણ જેલા કે દીકયીને દૂધીતી કયલાન રયલાજ ,વતીપ્રથાન અભાનુી કૂ્રય રયલાજ જેભાાં યાા 

યાભભશનયામ ,પ્રાથણનાવભાજ લગેયે એ ખૂફ પ્રમત્ન કમાણ શતા .ત્માયફાદ ભનશરાઓ ભાટે નળક્ષણની ળરૂઆત કયનાય 

ભશાત્ભા જ્જમીતીફા ફૂરે અને વાનલત્રીફાઈ ફૂરે એ ઘણા પ્રમત્ન કમાણ .તેભને કન્માઓના નળક્ષણ ભાટેની અરગ 

ળાાઓ સ્થાી અને કન્મા કેલણી ભાટે બાયે જશેભત ઉઠાલી .ત્માયફાદ ડૉ.ફાફાવાશેફ એ ફાંધાયણભાાં 

ભનશરાઓને ભટા બાગના અનધકાય આપ્મા અને ભનશરાઓનુાં ગરયભાૂણણ સ્થાન પયીથી અાવ્મુાં .આાંફેડકયજીના 

ળબ્દભાાં કશીએ ત ‘શુાં જે તે વભાજની પ્રગતી તે વભાજભાાં ભનશરાઓએ કયેરી પ્રગતી યથી યથી આાંકુ છુાં ’. 

લતણભાન વભમભાાં ભનશરાઓ દયેક ક્ષેત્રે આગ આલી ત ણ આજે ઘણા ભાનલતાને કરાંક રાગે તેલી ઘટનાઓ તેભની 

વાથે ફને છે જેભ કે ,નનબણમાન આણી વાભે છે .એટરી ફધી ફાંધાયણીમ જગલાઇઓ શલા છતાાં આજે ુરુની 
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વયખાભણીએ ભનશરાઓની વાંખ્મા ઘટતી ામ છે .ભૂ્રણશત્માનાાં રકસ્વાઓ લધતા ામ છે .એટરા ભાટે આધુનનક 

વભમભાાં ણ ભનશરા વળનક્તકયણની જરૂય ડે છે. 

 ભનશરા વળનક્તકયણની ઐનતશાનવક ૃષ્ઠબનૂભ 

ઇનતશાવ તયપ દ્રનિાત કયતાાં જલા ભે છે કે ખાવ કયીને લૈરદકકાભાાં ભનશરાઓની નસ્થનત આદયણીમ અને 

વન્ભાનજનક શતી .ભૈત્રીમી અને ગાગી જેલી નલદુીઓ ત મજ્ઞભાાં અને ળાસ્ત્રાથણભાાં ણ ઋનભુનીઓ વાથે 

જડાતી .ત અારા એ વૂમણની ઉાવનાથી તાને થમેર કઢન યગ દૂય કમો શત .લી ત્માયની નસ્થનત  ‘જ્જમાાં 

નાયીઓની ૂા થામ છે ત્માાં દેલતાઓ નનલાવ કયે છે ’ની શતી .ઋગ્લેદભાાં ભનશરાઓનુાં ગોયલ જણાતા તેને ‘બ્રહ્મા’ 

નાભ આપ્મુાં છે .ત્માયફાદ ભાતૃવતાક કુટુાંફવ્મલસ્થાભા ણ ભનશરાઓનુાં સ્થાન ઉચ્ચ શતુાં .નતૃવતાક કુટુાંફભાાં 

ભનશરાઓનુાં સ્થાન ધીભ-ેધીભે નીચુાં ગમુાં અને તે ભાત્ર ુરુના શાથની કઠુતી ફની ગઈ. 

ત લી યાભામણભા ઇન્દ્રન એક પ્રવાંગ જઈએ ત તેભને શયભીત ઋન અને ચાંદ્રની ભદદથી ગોતભઋનની ત્ની 

અશલ્મા વાથે દુષ્કભણ આચમુું અને તેની વારૂે અશલ્મા થ્થય ફની ગઈ અને ત્રેતામુગભાાં જ્જમાયે લનલાવ દયનભમાન 

યાભની ચયણયજથી તે પયીથી વજીલન થઈ .આ પ્રવાંગભાાં વા ઇન્દ્રને થલી જઈએ તેનાાં ફદરે ેરી કશેલત જેલી 

નસ્થનત વાણમ ‘ાડાને લાાંકે ખારીને ડાભ .’અન્મ એક પ્રવાંગભાાં જ્જમાયે યાભે વીતાજીન ત્માગ કમો છી 

અશ્લભેઘમજ્ઞન પ્રવાંગ આલે છે જેભાાં ુરુ અને ભનશરા ફાંને વાથે જ ફેવી ળકે યાંતુ વીતાજી ન શલાથી યાભ 

તેભની ભૂર્તત ફનાલી તેની વાથે મજ્ઞભાાં ફેવે છે .ભાનલજીલનની ળરૂઆત ભનુથી થઈ  એલી ભાન્મતા છે અને તેભણે 

ભાનલજીલનની આચાયવાંનશતાવભી ભનુસ્ભૃનતની યચના કયી ત્માયથી ણ ભનશરાઓનુાં સ્થાન ખૂફ જ નીચુાં ગમુાં .તેભાાં 

રખ્મુાં છે કે ‘ળુ ,ળુદ્ર અને નાયીને ભાય ભાયલ જઈએ. શ્રક ૨)૨૧૩ .(ભનશરાઓ વાંનિની ભાનરકી ન ધયાલી 

ળકે .શ્રક.૮)૪૧૬.(નતને જભાડી જે લધે તે જભલુાં .શ્રક૧૫૪)૫.(છકયી,મુલાન સ્ત્રી ,લૃદ્ધ સ્ત્રી કઈ ણ 

તાના ઘયે ણ સ્લતાંત્ર ન યશી ળકે .શ્રક૧૪૫)૫ .(નલધલા થમેરી સ્ત્રીઓએ માતનાઓ વશન કયલી અને 

ભૃત્મુમુંત ુનઃરગ્ન ન કયલા .શ્રક૧૫૮)૫ .(તાના નતની આજ્ઞાનુાં ારન અને તે હશવા કયે તે ણ વશન 

કયલી.અ શ્રક.૧૫૧)૫.( 
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              કેયારાના ળાંકયાચામણ)ઈ.વ .ૂલી ૯ભી વદી (નાયી એ નયકનુાં દ્લાય છે અને તેઓ અભૃતને ણ ઝેય 

ફનાલી દે છે .યાભચરયતભાનવભા ગોસ્લાભી તુરવીદાવજી આયણ્મકાાંડભાાં ૯ભા શ્રકભાાં રખે છે કે  ‘ સ્ત્રીઓ જેટરુાં 

અધભ કઈ નથી તે અભુક ક્ષણે આનાંદ ભાનલા ભાટે છે અને વ જન્ભ વુધી ીડા બગલે છે ’.ફારકાાંડ શ્રક 

૫૭)અ (સ્ત્રીઓ સ્લબાલે ળયભા અને ભૂખણ શમ છે. 
                ત્માયફાદ વુધાયક મુગભાાં દીકયીને જન્ભની વાથે જ દૂધીતી કયલાન રયલાજ શત જે ઘણા પ્રમત્નને 

અાંતે આ કૂ્રય રયલાજ દૂય કમો શત .યાા યાભભશનયામે જેન નત ભૃત્મુ ાભે તે સ્ત્રીએ વતી થલુાં ણ ત્ની ભૃત્મુ 

ાભે ત નત એ જીનલત યશેલાનુાં અને ફીા રગ્ન ણ કયી ળકે .આ અભાનુી અત્માચાય વાભે ફાંડ કામુું અને તેભાાં 

તેભને વપતા ભી અને કામદાકીમ જગલાઈ ણ ભી .વતીપ્રથા અને નલધલા ુનઃરગ્નની છૂટ ભી.વોપ્રથભ 

ભશાત્ભા જ્જમનતફા ફૂરેએ કન્માઓ ભાટે ળાાઓ સ્થાી અને આ કામણભાાં તાની ધભણત્ની વાનલત્રીફાઈફૂરે ણ 

જડમા. ભનશરાઓને નળક્ષણનાાં ભાધ્મભથી ાગૃત કયી એટરુાં જ નનશ ણ ભશાત્ભાજી એલુાં ભાનતા શતા કે સ્ત્રીઓએ 

નળનક્ષકા તયીકે કાભ કયલુાં જઈએ .ત્માયફાદ ૧૮૫૭નાાં નલપ્રલભા જઈએ ત યાણી રક્ષ્ભીફાઈ જેલી લીયાાંગનાઓએ 

ણ દેળ ભાટે ફનરદાન આપ્મુાં અને ભનશરાઓ ભાટે પે્રયણારૂ ફન્મા. 
              ભશાત્ભા જ્જમનતફા ફાદ ણ ઘણા વભાજ વુધાયક એ નાયીઓના વળનક્તકયણ ભાટે ઘણા પ્રમાવ કમાણ 

અને અભુક અાંળે વપતા ણ ભી .ણ શજુ ભનશરાઓને વળક્ત ફનાલલા શજુ કઈક ખૂટતુાં શતુાં. 
 ભનશરા ળનક્તકયણભાાં આાંફડેકયજીનુાં પ્રદાન 

                ડૉ.ફાફાવાશેફ આાંફેડકયજી(૧૯૯૧-૧૯૫૬(એ નલદેળભાાં ઉચ્ચ અભ્માવ કમો શલા છતાાં તેભણે 

લડદયાના વમાજીયાલ ગામકલાડના યાજ્જમભાાં નકયી સ્લીકાયી શતી .તેઓ અસ્ૃશ્મ ગણાતા શલાને રીધે ટાલાા 

તેભને પાઈર તભાાં આલાને ફદરે ટેફર ય પેકી દેતા .તેભની વાભે પ્રથભ ત તાની જ્ઞાનતને વન્ભાન આલાન 

પ્રશ્ન શલા છતાાં ણ તેઓએ ભનશરા નળક્ષણ ભાટે ણ સ્તુત્મ પ્રમાવ કમાણ. ૧૯૪૨નાાં નાગુય ખાતે ભેરા 

ળીડમુલ્ડ કાસ્ટ પેડયેળનના અનધલેળનભાાં રગબગ ૨૦ શાય ભનશરાઓ વાભેર થઈ શતી .તેભની વાભેના બાણભાાં 

તેભણે કશેરુાં કે ‘ભને એ લાતભાાં કઈ વાંદેશ નથી કે અન વભાજ શલે પ્રગનતના ાંથે જલાન છે .તાના વાંતાનને 

વાયી યીતે બણાલ .તેભણે ભશત્લકાાંક્ષી ફનાલ .તેભનાભાાં યશેરી રઘુતાગ્રાંથી દૂય કય.તેભના રગ્ન કયી દેલાની ઉતાલ 

ન કય જ્જમાાં વુધી તેઓ આત્ભનનબણય ન ફને .આ પ્રભાણે ચારળ ત અની ઉન્નતી ણ કયી ળકળ ’.આાંફેડકયજીએ 
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આગ કહ્ુાં કે તભાયી ાતને નીચી ન ભાન ,જુના ફાંધન તડી નાખ ,તભે ઘયના રક્ષ્ભી છ .ઘયભાાં કઈ અભાંગ 

લાત ન થામ તેની વાલધાની ણ આે જ યાખલાની છે .દારૂરડમા નત કે ુત્રને ઘયભા દાખર થલા ન દેળ તેભણે 

મગ્મ ભાગે લાલાન પ્રમત્ન કય .આભ જલા જઈએ ત વભાજભાાં ઘય કયી ગમેરા ાનતબેદ ,કુરયલાજ ,વાભાનજક 

ફાંધન તડી અને સ્ત્રીઓને ગોયલ ભે તેલા પ્રમત્ન જીલનમુંત કમાણ શતા. 
 ફાંધાયણીમ શક્ક દ્લાયા ભનશરા વળનક્તકયણ 

                   ડૉ.ફાફાવાશેફ આાંફેડકયજીએ ુસ્તક અને બાણ દ્લાયા ત ભનશરાઓને વાભાનજક યીતે ાગૃત 

કયી જ શતી ણ તેભણે વભાજભાાં ફાંધાયણીમ યીતે ણ ભનશરાઓને તાના અનધકાય ાશેયભાાં ભે તે ભાટે તેભણે 

ફાંધાયણભાાં ણ એલી જગલાઈઓને પ્રાધાન્મ આપ્મુાં કે જેના રીધે ભનશરાઓને તાન વન્ભાનજનક દયજ્જજ 

પ્રાપ્ત થમ .આલી જગલાઈઓ આ ભુજફ છે : 
અનુચ્છેદ ૧૪  :વોને વભાન કામદ અને વોને કામદાનુાં વભાન યક્ષણ. 

અનુચ્છેદ ૧૫  :ધભણ ,જ્ઞાનત ,ાનત ,હરગ અથલા જન્ભસ્થાનને કાયણે કયાતા બેદબાલન નનેધ. 

અનુચ્છેદ ૧૬  :ાશેય નકયીની ફાફતભાાં વભાનતા. 

અનુચ્છેદ ૨૧  :જીલન અને ળયીય સ્લાતાંત્ર્મનાાં અનધકાયનુાં યક્ષણ. 
અનુચ્છેદ ૨૩  :ભનુષ્મલેાય અને ફજફયીથી કયલાની ભજુયી ઉયન પ્રનતફાંધ. 

અનુચ્છેદ ૩૯)અ : (વભાન ન્મામ અને ભપત કાનૂની વશામ. 

અનુચ્છેદ ૫૧)ચ : (ધાર્તભક ,બાાકીમ ,પ્રાદેનળક અથલા વાાંપ્રદાનમક બેદથી ય યશીને ,બાયતના તભાભ રકભાાં 

વુભે અને વભાનફાંધુત્લની બાલનાની લૃનદ્ધ કયલાની ,સ્ત્રીઓના ગોયલને અભાનનત કયે તેલાાં વ્મલશાય ત્મજી 

દેલાની. 

અનુચ્છેદ ૨૪૩)ડ : (ચુાંટણીભાાં ભનશરાઓ ભાટે અનાભત ફેઠક યાખલાની જગલાઈ. 

                  આભ ,ડૉ .ફાફાવાશેફજી એ જે શક્ક ભાટે ભનશરાઓ પ્રય્તન કયતી શતી તેલા શક્કને ફાંધાયણીમ 

ફનાવ્મા .જેના રીધે કઈ તેભના અનધકાય ય તયા ન ભાયી ળકે.તેભજ કામદાકીમ જગલાઇને રીધે તે શક્ક 

કઈણ બગે આલા યહ્ા. 
 આધુનનકમગુભાાં ભનશરા વળનક્તકયણ 
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                  આટરી ફધી કામદાકીમ જગલાઈઓ શલા છતાાં ણ ભનશરાઓને આજે એકલીવભી વદીભાાં ણ 

ભનશરા વળનક્તકયણ એ  વભગ્ર નલશ્લ ભાટે વગત પ્રશ્ન યહ્ છે .ભટાબાગન લગણ આજે ણ ભાને છે કે 

સ્ત્રીઓએ ચાય રદલારની અાંદય યશીને ઘય વાંબાલુાં અને છકયાઓ ઉછેયલા છી બરે તેની ાવે ગભે તે ડીગ્રી શમ .
બાયતના ત્રીા અને છઠ્ઠા લડાપ્રધાન તયીકે બાયતીમ પ્રથભ ભનશરા લડાપ્રધાન તયીકે શ્રીભતી ઇનન્દયાજી એ દેળને 

કુળ યાજકીમ નેતૃત્લ ૂરુાં ાડમુાં .તેભજ અભુક કઠય નનણણમ ણ રીધા .વાથે જ બાયતને યભાણાં ક્ષેત્રે આગ ણ 

રાવ્મા. બાયત વયકાયના એક રયટણ પ્રભાણે દેળની યાષ્ટ્રીમ આલકભાાં ,વાંળધનભાાં ,કયેટ ક્ષેત્ર ,યાજકીમ ક્ષેત્ર ,
લૈજ્ઞાનનક ક્ષેત્ર જેલી અત્માંત ભશત્લની ફાફતભાાં ુરુ કયતાાં સ્ત્રીઓ ઘણી આગ છે .ભનશરાઓને ભલ્ટીટાહસ્કગ 

ભાનલા આલે છે એટરે કે તે એવાથે ઘણા ફધા કાભ કયી ળકે છે .ભનશરાઓ આજે ૃથ્લી ુયતી જ વીનભત નથી યશી 

અલકાળ વુધી તે શોંચી છે .તેભ છતાાં અભુક નીચ નલચાયલાાઓને રીધે તેઓ વુયયનક્ષત નથી યશી અને છાળલાયે 

આલા નયાધભન બગ ફને છે જેભ કે,નનબણમા .આજે ઘયેરુાં હશવા વાભે  ગુજયાત વયકાયે ‘અબમભ ’શેલ્રાઈન નાં 

૧૮૧ય પન કયતાાં તાત્કાનરક રીવ યક્ષણ ભી યશે છે .ભશરાઓ યાષ્ટ્રનત વુધીના ઉચ્ચ દયજ્જા વુધી શોંચી 

શલા છતાાં અભુક અભાનુી તત્લ તેનાાં યસ્તાભાાં ઓા ફનીને ઉબા છે .આજે ફાંગા ,યાજસ્થાન,જમ્ભુ અને 

કશ્ભીય યાજ્જમના ભુખ્મભાંત્રીઓ છે .સ્ટાયપ્રવ ટીલી ય એક ાશેયાતભા બાયતના ખેરાડીઓ તાની ભાતાના નાભના 

ટી-ળટણ ેશયી જલા ભળ્મા .અને એક ભેચભા ણ આ ટી-ળટણ શેયીના ઉતમાણ .વ્મનક્તના જન્ભથી ભૃત્મુ વુધી તેની 

ભાતા અનેક ફનરદાન આે છે છતાાં વ્મનક્તની ાચ તેનાાં નતાજીની નાભ રાગે છે .કદાચ આ નલચાય ફદરલાની 

જરૂય છે. 
 ઉવાંશાય 

          આભ ,ભનશરાઓ અનેક પ્રમત્નનાાં અાંતે જે આજે વન્ભાનીમ દયજ્જજ ભેવ્મ છે તેની અને વો એ 

ભીને ાલણી કયલાની જરૂય છે .ળરૂઆત આણા ઘય ,રયલાય વભાજથી કયીએ .અને અની ભાતા ,ત્ની ,

ુત્રી ,ફશેનને વન્ભાન આીએ ત અની નલી ેઢી ટીઓને વન્ભાન આળે .અને નલશ્લ આજે એટરી ફધી 

ઝડથી પ્રગતી કયી યહ્ુાં છે તેભાાં ભનશરાઓનાાં પાાઓને અલગણી ળકામ તેભ નથી.આણે આજે ભશાવિા 

ફનલાની રદળાભાાં આગ લધી યહ્ા છે ત્માયે જ ભનશરાઓને વશબાગીદય નનશ ફનાલીએ ત ત્માાં વુધી શચતા 
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ખૂફ વભમ રાગી જળે .ત ભનશરાઓ અને ુરુ વાથે ભીને દેળ નલકાવના કાભ કયળે ત આણે ભશાવિા 

ફનતા દુનામાની કઈ તાકાત અટકાલી ળકળે નનશ. 
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દલરત વભાજને અશધકાયો આલાભાાં ડૉ. આંફેડકયન  ાં મોગદાન 

 ીનર પ જાયા, 
 અધ્માક વશામક, 

આઈ આઈ િી ઇ ,ગાાંધીનગય 

 હયચમ :-    

 આૉૃા હિંદ   ્ાજ્ાાં ૃણવ્સ્ૅા પ્ર્ાૃે ચા ૌાગ ૉુૄા ૄાાં. ૄે્ાાં ોૅી ઊંચી 
જાશૄ ૄે બ્રાહ્મૃ ગ રૂ શટ ૉાંૉા પ્ર્ાૃે શક્ષૃ ૐેાૈ અશેકા બ્રાહ્મૃ, ૈશ્ અૈે 
ક્ષશિૈે જ ૄ. ેક ૃણ વ્સ્ૅાૈે વ્ા ૉૃ ગીકૃૄ કેૐા ૄાાં જે્ કે બ્રાહ્મૃે 
ગૉદ , જ્ઞ, ૐગ્ૈ-્ૃ પ્રાંગૈી શશે ગેે કવ   ૈશ્  ૄે જ ૃજ વ્ૉા િ કે 
ક્ષશિ  ૄેૈે ાજ્ૈી ી્ા્ાાં ી ાજ્ૈી ક્ષાન  ાં કાણ કવ  ાં ૄે્ેજ  દ્ર  ૄેૈે ાઇ 
અૈે ૄેૈે ૐાગૄા-ગૄા કાો કા ્ જૄાાં બ્રાહ્મૃ, ૈશ્ અૈે ક્ષશિ એકોીજાૈા 
વ્ા ૄ ૉીૄીૄ ૅા ૉાંત    દ્ર ૃણ જ એી જાશૄ કે જે્ાાં ૐકૈે ૉૄાૈ 
વ્ા ોૐી કૄાાં ૈા ૄાાં ૄે્ાૈ એક ્ાજ એિૐે લૐૄ ્ાજ . લૐૄ ્ાજૈા 
આ  વ્ા અૈે ૄે્ૈે ્ૄાાં અશેકા ૄે ખ ો જ ૉીુા ાક ૄાાં ૄેૅી ૄેઓ ્ાજ 
ા્ે ૉૄાૈા અશેકા ્ેા  ખ ો જ ૐુૄ  ચૐાી ૉુી અૈે ૄે ૐુૄ્ાાં ૄે્ૈે 
્રૂૉ ૅઇૈે ઉૌા હ્યા ોાોા ાોે આંોેુકજી  અૈે ૄે ્ાિે ૐકએ ૉૃ ૄે્ૈે આ 
ૐુૄ્ાાં ઘૃી ્ કી ૉાંત   આ ૐુૄ કા ૉાછ્ આંોેુકજીએ ૉૄાૈે ૉુેૐી ૄકૐી 
ૉૃ જાોા ૄી. 

 દલરત વભાજને ડતી મ શ્કેરીઓ :-  

                         ૉૐેાૈા ્્ાાં હિંદ  ે ણ્્ાાં વ્ાપ્ૄ અસ્શૃ્ૄાએ  ા ે્ાાં  દ્રૈા 
જીૈૈે ૈકણ ્ાૈ ોૈાી ીધ   ત  ાં ૄેઓૈી ાૅે ૉશ ઓ કૄાાં ૉૃ ખાો વ્ા 

કા્ાાં આૄ ક ૄા અૈે લોૐાુાન  ાં એઠ  કેલ  ૌગાૈૈા ૈીચે ાખૄા ૉૃ કઇ  દ્રૈી 

છાા ૉૃ કઇ ાી જાૄૈા વ્ક્તૄ ઉૉ ૉુે ૄ ૄે ૉૃ અૉશિ ૅાઇ જત  . ૉેાઓૈા 

ાૈકા્ાાં જ કઇ ાા ૃણન  ાં વ્ક્તૄ સ્ૄા ૉ જત    ૄ ૄે સ્ૄા ૉ અછુૄૈે એિૐે 
કે  દ્રૈે જાૈી ્ૈાઇ ૄી કાૃ કે ૄેૈા ચાૐાૅી ક્ાાંક હિંદ  ૉૄે ભ્રટિ ૈા ૅઇ જા. 
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અછુૄએ ૉૄાૈા ગા્ાાં જીાૄ કા  ોાાંે ૉુૄ કાૃ કે હિંદ  ાી જાશૄ 

ભ  ૐૅી ૉૃ ૄેૈે સ્ૉણ ૈ કી જા ૄે ્ે  ૈ ા્ાાં એક એ શૈ્ ૉૃ ખા  ૄ કે 
ૄે્ૈે ક્્ાાં ઝાડ  ોાાંેીૈે ાખવ   ૄેૅી ૄેઓ જ્ાાં ચાૐે તાાં ૉગૐાૈા શૈાૈ ૄે ક્ે 

ોાાંેેૐા ઝાડ ૅી ાૄા જા કાૃ કે ૄેૈી ૉ ૉગ મ કાૅી ોાકી હિંદ  અૉશિ ૈા ૅઇ 

જા તૄ આિલ  જ ૈી ૉૈ  દ્રએ ૉૄાૈા ગા્ાાં ્ાિીૈી ાાંુી ોાાંેીૈે વ  ાં જેૅી કીૈે 

ૄે્ન  ાં થ  ાંક ૄે ાાંુી્ાાં જ થ ાંકે જ ૄે કઇ સ્ૄા ૉ થ ાંકે અૈે કઇ ાી જાશૄૈા વ્ક્તૄૈ ૉગ 
ૄેૈી ૉ ૉુે ૄ ૄે અૉશિ ોૈી જા અૈે ૉેાૈા ્ૅી જ ૈી ૉૃ ુ. આંોેુકે 

ૉૄાૈ જ અન  ૌ વ્તૄ કો કે ૄેઓ જ્ાે ાા્ાાં ૌૃૄા ૄાાં તાે એક ્ાીી સ્ત્રી ૄી 

ૄે તાાં ૈકી કૄી  

 સ્ત્રીઓની ક્થથશત :-  

                    સ્ત્રીઓૈી ક્સ્ૅશૄ એિૐી  સ  ે ી કૅી ગેૐી ૉીક્સ્ૅશૄ્ાાં ૄી કે ૄેઓૈે 

 ર ૈી ાૅેૈે ાૅે ૃણ જાશૄૈી ગાંકી ા કા જવ   ૉુત   હે જે છુૄ અછુૄૈ 

ુ કૄાાં એા ાહ કા ૄે સ્ત્રીઓ ૐેી ૉૂે ખેૄ્ાાં જા તાે તાૅી ઉૉાુી ૄે્ન  ાં 

ખાો  ીૄે ૃ કૄાાં અૈે ૉાછૅી ૄે જ સ્ત્રીઓ જ્ાે ોૐા પ્રતૈકે ૄ લૐૄ છે 
ૄેૈી ા્ે ૄે પ્રશ્ન ૐાી ૄેૈે પ્રશ્નૈી ા્ે ચ ૉ કાી ેૄાાં ૄે સ્ત્રીઓએ ૐકૈા ઘૈા કા્ 

કાૈા ્જૂી  કાૈી ૐકૈા ગાંા કચા ઉીાાૈા અૈે ાૃણ ૐકૈી ગાંકી ા 

કાૈી આા કા્ કીૈે ૉૃ જ ભ  ૐ ૅા ૄ ોજા ચ્ચે ્ા ખા ૉુૄ ૉશૄ ાૅેૈી 

્ાઝુુૄાાં ૄેૈે જ ૈ કી ૉુૄી.  

 ફાકોની ક્થથશત :-  

                     ોાકૈી ક્સ્ૅશૄ ૉૃ ખ ો જ ૈી ૄી. ોાકૈે ોે િાંક ખાા ૉૃ ્ત   ૈા 

ત  ાં અૈે ૄેૈે ૈાૈૉૃ ૐકી જાશૄૈ કે ૈીચી જાશૄૈ ૄેા બ્ ાૅે ધતૃકાી કાૂી મ  કાૄ  
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 ડો  .ફાફવાશફે આંફેડકયજીને ડેરી તકરીપો   : - 

                                 ૄેઓ જ્ાે ાા્ાાં ૌૃૄા ૄાાં તાે એક ્ાીી સ્ત્રી ૄી ૄે તાાં ૈકી 
કૄી તે છૂત અછૂત શલળે ખ ફ જ ભાનતી અને તેથી એકલાય આંફેડકયજીને તયવ રાગી  

નને અભાયાથી અડાત   નશી ભે તે શળલક્ષકાને ાણી ભાગ્ય   ત્માયે તેભને િાલાાને ફોરાલી 

ન ચાલ  કયાવ્મો જો તે વભમે િાલાો ના શોત તો ભાયે ઘય ોશચ ાં ત્મા સ  ધી તયથય  યશવે   
ડત . તે વભમભાાં દલરતોને બણલાની ભનાઇ શતી. ભાંહદયભાાં જલાની ભનાઇ શતી તેભની ભાિે 

વાભાજજક અવભાનતા શતી તેઓ એ હશિંદ  રોકો જે લાશનોનો ઉમોગ કયે તે લાશનો ભાિે ણ 

ાફાંધી શતી તેઓએ કોઇ લાશનનો ઉમોગ ન કયતાાં ગાા ફધે જવ   ડત   કોરલા 

જીલ્રાભાાં ચલદાય નાભન  ાં એક તાલ શત  ાં જમાાં ફધા ારત   ાણીને નશાલા તથા ીલા ભાિે 
ઉમોગ થતો ધોફી ખયાફ કડા ધોઇ ળકતા ણ તે જ તરાલભાાં અછૂત રોકો તેનો ઉમોગ 

કયી ળતતા નશી કાયણ કે બ્રાહ્મણો તેઓને ત્માાં ાણી ીલા દેતા નશી. છીના વભમની 

યીક્થથતીભાાં ખાલા ીલાભાાં ગોની ાતી ચા વાથે વલાયભાાં ખાતા ફાજયીના સ  કા યોિરાનો 

થલાદ અને તેનાથી લધી વલણણ જાશતના રોકો દલરતોને અધ્ધય શાથે આે છાળ યશલેાન  ાં થથ 
ભાિે કાંતાનનો જ નો પિેરો કોથો એ કાભ કચયાના ઢગરાભાાંથી ોલરથીન ફેગ, પ્રાથિીકના 

ટ કડા , જ ના થરીયો, ચાંર , શાડકા કાગના ડ ચા લગેયે બેગ  કયવ   ખેતયભાાં ભલરકોની તથા 

ળાહ કાયોની ગાો  ખાલી .    

 આંફેડકયજીએ દલરત અશધકાયોભાાં આેરો પાો :-  

                                        આંોેુકજી ૐાું ૈ શશ્વ શેાૐ્ાાં ુી.ી. આૈી ઉૉશે પ્રાપ્ૄ કી 

ૌાૄ આવ્ા ોા ૄે્ૈે ૄે્ૈા શક્ષૃૈે ધ્ાૈ્ાાં ાખી આક ્ે ૄે્ ા છ્ૄાાં ૄેઓએ 

ૉૄાન  ાં ાં ૂૃ ણ જીૈ લૐૄૈા ઉધ્ેા ્ાિે કી ીધ   ૈરે જી એ ૐખ્ય  છે ૄે પ્ર્ાૃે “હિંદ  
્ાજૈી ોેી ્ૈકાી દૃટિૄા ા્ે શદ્રૈા પ્રૄીક સ્રૂૉ આંોેુક” ૄે્ૈા આક્ર ૃ ણ 

શેૈે કાૃે જ ૐક્ાાં જાગશૃૄ આી જે ાચે જ શદ્રૈા ગ્ ત   ૄે્ૈા આ કાણૈે 
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કાૃે જ ૄે્ૈી ત  ૐૈા કઇ અબ્રા્ લૐિંકૈ ાૅે કત  ાં ૄ કઇ શગ્િૈ ૄ કઇ ્ાિીૈ 

લ્ય ૅ ૈી ાૅે કૄાં ૄ  કઇ ી  અબ્રા્ લૐિંકૈ ાૅે ૉૃ ૄે્ૈી ખા્ૃી કૄાાં . 
આંોેુકજી ્ાિે ૧૯૨૫ન  ાં કુક ણ લૐૄ ્ાજ ્ાિે ૉથ્ૅ ્ાૈ ાલોૄ ૅય  એ્ાાં એ 

્ે ોન્ય  એવ   કે બ્રાહ્મૃૈા સ્ૄા ૉ લૐૄ ગા ૄ બ્રાહ્મૃએ ૄેૈ શે ૉલૐ આ 

તાગ્રીઓૈે કા  શૈ્ ોૈાા કાે આખે ૄે્ૈ ેૐ ોૐ ૉુય જેૅી 

તાગ્રીઓૈ ્ૈો ્જબ ૄ  ોૈી ગય  .  

૧૯૨૪ભાાં ભશાનગયાલરકાના તાલન  ાં ાણી ી ળકતા ન શતાાં તે વભમે 

ણ  આંફેડકયે કોિણભાાં કેળ કયી દલરતોને ોતાનો શક અાવ્મો  

આંફેડકયજીનો નાાંવીક વત્માગ્રશ ણ દલરત ચેતના ભાિે ખ ફ જ ભશત્લપ ણણ 

  વાલફત થમો નાવીક ગણેળોત્વલના વાંઘભાાં આંફેડકયજીએ ભાાંગ કયી યાંત   તેનાઅધ્મક્ષેના 

ાડી દીધી ત્માયે તેના શલયોધભાાં દલરતોના વશકાયથી રડત તેના શલયોધભાાં ચરાલતાાં 

આખયે ગાાંધીજીએ તેભને રીરી ઝાંડી લતાલી.  

   

 ૧૯૩૦ભાાં આંફેડકયે દલરતોને કારાયાભ ભાંહદયભાાં પ્રલેળ ભાિે વત્માગ્રશ કમો 

  યાભનલભીની યથમાત્રાને દલરતોના પ્રલેળની જીદને કાયણે દલરતો અને ફીજી જાશતના      રોકો 

લચ્ચે વાંઘણ થમો યથમાત્રા પ્રથા ફાંધ કયલી ડી રગબગ એક લણ ભાંહદયના દયલાજા ફાંધ 

યહ્યા અને છેલિે ભાંહદયના પ્રલેળ કાન  ન નલો ફનાલતાાં ભાંહદયના દયલાજા જાશતફાદ છોડી વલણ 

ભાિે ખ લ્રા મ  કામા.  

૧૯૨૦ભાાં થિોયેિ કશભિીની યચના થઇ જેભાાં નીચે પ્રભાણેની લાતોનો વભાલેળ 

કયલાભાાં આલી  
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૧  .દલરત શલધાથનઓને શળટમવ િશદ  

૨  .દલરત શલધાથનઓને યશલેાના શોથિેરની સ  શલધા  

૩  .કાયખાના , યેરની કામણ અને ટે્રનીંગ રેલા ભાિે શળટમવ િશદ  

૪  .શલદેળભાાં બણલા તથા ઇજનેયી ભાિે શળટમવ િશદ  

૫  .આ ફધા કામોની દેખયેખ ભાિે અધ્મક્ષન ીી શનય ક્તત  . 
 

 

 

આંફેડકયજી એ યચેરા ફાંધાયણ અન  ચ્છેદ ૧૪ થી ૧૮ સ  ધી વાભાજજક વભાનતાની લાત  

કયલાભાાં આલી છે. તેના ૧૪ પ્રભાણે દલરતોને ણ કાન  ની વયક્ષકતા ભી ગઇ.  

અન  ચ્છેદ ૧૫ભાાં વભાજજક વભાનતાની લાત કયે છે. શરેા દ કાનો, શોિેરો, થનાનાઘય 

ભનોયાંજનના થથે દલરતો જઇ ળકતા ના શતાાં યાંત   શલે તેભને તે અશધકાય ભળ્મા છે.  

અન  ચ્છેદ ૧૬ પ્રભાણે વયકાયી નોકયીભાાં ણ બેદબાલનો શલયોધ કયીને વલણને વભાનશધકાયની 

વાથે રાબ આે છે.  

અન  ચ્છેદ ૧૭ અથપિશ્મતાના અંતની લાત કયાલાભાાં આલી છે. અછૂતોને આત્ભવમ્ભાન ભળે 

છૂત-અછૂતને દ ય કયલા ૧૯૫૫ ભાાં અશધશનમભ ાવ કયલાભાાં આવ્મો.  

અન  ચ્છેદ ૧૮ પ્રભાણે થલતાંત્રતા જે ફધાને ભી ળકે તે શહયજનોને તભાભ તકરીપોભાાંથી 

છુિકાયો વાથે અન  સ  લચત જાશત તથા જનજાશતથી આયક્ષણ ભળે.  

 શનટકણ :-  

                       ફાફા વાશફે આંફેડકયજીએ વાંશલધાનને વાભાજજક હયલતણન ભાધ્મભ ફનાલીને 

આ આઝાદીને અથણકાચ  ફનો તેલી કોળી કયી કાયણ કે તેની ાછ્ કોઇ વાભાન્મ 
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અલબમાનની તાકાત ના શતી આ જ કાયણ છે કે આંફેડકયથી ળોામેરી દભનકાયી ઉેક્ષા 

વભાજને આત્ભવમ્ભાનનો ભાંત્ર આપ્મો. આજે દલરતોની ક્થથશતભાાં જે સ  ધાયો થમો છે. તેનો શે્રમ 
આંફેડકયજીને પાે જામ છે. િાઇમ્વે રખ્ય  શત   કે અછૂતોની નયક વાંઘણ કતાણના રૂભાાં 

આંફેડકયે શલશ્વભાાં નાભ અને ભાનવમ્ભાન પ્રાપ્ત કય ણ શત  ાં  

 વાંદબણ પ  થતક :-   

 શ દ્રૈી ખજ અન  ા :- મ  જીૌાઇ ી . ખ ખાૃ  
 ુ  .આંોેુક જીૈ ણૈ – પ્રે્જી ૉ્ા  
 ા્ાજજક કાાંશૄૈા ્ાૈાક – હક ્કાૃા  
 ૌાૄતૈ –ુ  .ૌી્ા આંોેુક – ૈાૅાૐાૐ ગીૐ  
 ુ  .આંોેુક જીૈ અૈે લચિંૄૈ – અશૈૐ ચાુા  
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ુ.ોાોા ાોે આંોેુક ૈા ઉચ્ચ શક્ષૃ અંગેૈા શચા ૈ અભ્ા 

 

ુ. ીૉક કેૐાૐ ચોેી 

કાણકાી શપ્રક્ન્ૉાૐ 

ેકન્ ુ ી િીચણ ્ેશ િૈંગ કૐેજ, ખેુા 
પ્રથ તાલના :- 

ુ. ૌી્ા ા્જી આંોેુક જન્ ્  ૧૪ એશપ્ર ૐ ૧૯૮૧ૈા જ ્ધ્  પ્રે (ેન્ ્ ૐ 

પ્રશન્ ) ્હ  ખાૄે એક ા્ાન્  ્ા ક ટ ાંો્ાાં ૅ ૄ, ૄે ૄે્ૈા શૉૄા ા્જી ્ ાૐજી 

કૉાૐ અૈે ્ાૄા ૌી્ાૌાઇન  ાં ચોમ ાં ાૄં ાૈ ૄા. ૄે્ૃે ાઇસ્ ક ૐન  ાં શક્ષૃ મ ાંોઇૈી 
એલ્ ીન્ સ્ િૈ ાઇસ્ ક ૐ્ાાંૅી ૐીધ ાં ત  ાં. ૧૯૦૭્ાાં  ્ે્ીકૈી ૉીક્ષા ૉા ૅા ોા ૄે્ૈા 

ૐગ્ ૈ  ા્ીોાઇ (્ાોાઇ) ાૅે ૅા ૄા. ૄે્ૃે ૧૯૧્ાાં એલ્ ીન્ સ્ િૈ કૐેજ મ ાંોઇૅી 

B.A.ૈી ુીગ્રી  ્ેી ૄી. ુાૈા ્ાાજા શ્રી ાજીા ગાકાુૈી ્ૅી 

અ્ેહકાૈા ઉચ્ ચ અભ્ ા ્ાિે ગેૐા. ૧૯૧ૉ્ાાં ૄે્ૃે કૐશ્ ો ા ય શૈશ ણિી ખાૄેૅી 
M.A.ૈી ુીગ્રી ્ેૐ ૄી. ૧૯૧૬્ાાં Ph.D.ૈી ૉી ્ેી ૄી. ૧૯૧૬્ાાં કાાૈા 

અભ્ ા ્ાિે U.S.A. ઇંગ્ૐેન્ ુ ્ાાં ગા. આશૅ ણક અૈે કોટ ાંલોક મશૂ્ કેૐીઓૈા કાૃે ૌાૄ 

ૉૄ આી. ુા ાજ્ૈી ેા્ાાં જુાા ૄા. ોા્ાાં ૧૯૧૮્ાાં મ  ાંોઇૈી શુૈકા્ 

કૐેજ્ાાં પ્રે ૄીકે જુાા ૄા અૈે કાાૈા અભ્ ા ્ાિે  ૄે ી ઇંગ્ ૐેન્ ુ  ગા 
ૄા. ૧૯૩્ાાં ૄે ોેહસ્ િ ોન્ ા ૄા.  ૄે્ૈે િૃ ાૄં ાૈ ૄા, ૄે્ૈાૅી એક જીીૄ 

ૐે ૄેન  ાં ૈા્ ાૄં  ત  ાં. ઇંગ્ ૐેન્ ુ ૅી  ુ. આંોેુક જ્ણૈી ગેૐા. જ્ણૈીૅી ૉાછા 

આીૈે ૧૯૮્ાાં મ  ાંોઇૈી ગ્ેન્ િ ૐ કૐેજ્ાાં પ્રે ૄીકે જુાા ૄા. 

 ા્ૈ કશ્ૈૈે ્ કા ચાેૐ પ્રાાંૄી શ્શૄઓ્ાાં ૄે શૈ્ાા ૄા. 
૧૯૩૦્ાાં પ્રૅ્ ગ્ેજી ૉહ્ાાં ાજ ૐેા. ૧૯ૉ૬્ાં ૄે્ૃે ૈાગ  ોોધ્ે ે્ણ 

અંગીકા કો ૄ. ૧૯૪૦્ાાં ચાેૐ ચગાાૈી કા્ાાં ૄે પ્રૅ્ કાા પ્રેાૈ 
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ોન્ ા ૄા. ૄે ૌાૄૈી ોાેં ાૃી ડ્રાિીંગ કશ્િીૈા પ્રમ ખ ોન્ ા ૄા. ૧૯ૉ્ાાં સ્ ૄાંિ 

ૌાૄૈી પ્રૅ્ ા્ાન્  ચ ૂાંિૃી્ાાં ૄ ે્ૈી ા ૅેૐી. ૬ હુે્ ો ૧૯ૉ૬ૈા જ હલ્ ી 
ખાૄે ૄે્ન  ાં અાૈ ૅેૐ, ૄે્ૃે અૈેક ક્ષેિ્ાાં ્ત ન  ાં લચિંૄૈ કેલ ાં ૄે્ાાં ઉચ્ ચ 

શક્ષૃૈ ૉૃ ્ાે ૅા છે. 

ુ. ોાોાાોેન  ાં શક્ષૃ ઉૉન  ાં લચિંૄૈ ખોૂ જ ્ત ન  ાં છે, ૄે્ાાં ઉચ્ ચ શક્ષૃ કેવ  ાં વ  ાં 

જઇએ ૄે શે ૄે્ૃે શશટ િ ૌા મકૂ્ છે. ૄે્ૈા ્ૄે કઇૉૃ વ્ હકૄૈા જીૈ્ાાં શક્ષૃ 
ખોૂ ્ત ન  ાં છે.  શક્ષૃ દ્વાા જ વ્ હકૄત ૈ શકા ૅા છે. અૈે ક્  ૄ ેક ઉચ્ ચ 

શક્ષૃ ૐેવ  ાં જઇએ, ૄે્ૃે શક્ષૃ ઉૉ ઉૉૐા ગોૈા એકાેીકાૈ શે કેૐ. ૄે્ૃે 

સચૂેલ ાં કે ૈીચૐા ગણૈા ોાક ઉચ્ ચ શક્ષૃ ્ેી કે  ૄે ્ાિે શક્ષૃૈે ઓછુાં ખચાણ 

ોૈાવ  ાં જઇએ. ૄે્ૃે શક્ષૃ્ાાં ્ાૈૄકૈે ્ત  આૉેલ ાં. ુ. ોાોાાોે આંોેુકે 
 ૐીૄૈે અૈે ૐઘ ્ ૄીઓ જેા જ શક્ષૃૈા ક આૉાૈી હ્ાૄ કેૐી. ૄે્ૃે ોજેિ્ાાં 

ૐીૄ ગ્  ીૄે ઉચ્ ચ શક્ષૃ ્ેી કે ૄે ્ાિે જગાઇ કા જૃાેૐ ૄે્જ ૐીૄ 

ોાકૈે ૂૄી શટ વશૃત  ્ી  ેૄે ્ાિે ગ્  વ્ સ્ ૅ ા ગીા હ્ાૄ કી ૄી. 

ુ.ોાોાાોે આંોેુકૈા ્ૄે ૌાૄી ્ાજૈા ૄાંદ સ્ ૄ  શકા ્ાિે ેક જ્ઞાશૄૈા 
ૐકૈે ્ાૈ ીૄે શક્ષૃ ્ી  ેૄે જરૂી છે. ુ. ોાોાાોે આંોેુક ઉચ્ ચ શક્ષૃ્ાાં 

અૈા્ૄૈા ચસૂ્ ૄ  આગ્રી ૄા. ૧૯ૉ્ાાં ય  શૈશ ણિી ી્ણ  કશ્િીૈે ૄે્ૃે  

ઉચ્ ચ શક્ષૃ અંગે ૐેલખૄ સચૂૈ આૉેૐા ૄે્ાાં ૄે જૃાે છે કે ય  શૈશ ણિીઓ ્ાિ 

ૉીક્ષા કેન્ દ્ર ોૈી છે. ાંેૈ ૉાછ ધ્ ાૈ અૉાત  ાં ૈૅી. આ્ ૄે ઉચ્ ચ શક્ષૃ્ાાં 
ાંેૈૈે ્ત  અૉા ૄેૈા આગ્રી ૄા. ૄે્ન  ાં એવ  ાં ૉૃ કવે  ાં ત  ાં કે ગીો અૈે 

જરૂીાૄાા ૐકૈા ોાકૈા શક્ષૃૈી વ્ સ્ ૅ ા ય  શૈશ ણિીએ કી જઇએ. ૄે 

ય  શૈશ ણિીઓ્ાાં ્ાિ અશૄજ્ઞાૈી અૈે ૉૈાાૈા ાૄં ાૈૈે જ શક્ષૃ ્ે ૄેૈા શેી 

ૄા. ૄે્ન  ાં એવ  ાં ૉૃ કવે  ાં ત  ાં કે  ય  શૈશ ણિી ેૈેિ્ાાં ૉૃ ેક ્ાજૈે ્ાજ સ્ ૅ ાૈ 
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આૉવ ાં જઇએ.ુ. ોાોાાોે આંોેુક શક્ષૃ્ાાં સ્ ૈ ાૄક અૈે અન  સ્ ૈ ૄાક અભ્ ા ક્ર્ 

ચ્ ચેૈા ૌેૈા શેી ૄા. ૄે્ન  ાં કવે  ાં ત  ાં કે કૐેજ ૄે ય  શૈશ ણિીૅી અૐગ ૈ કી 
જઇએ. ોાૈં ે એ ાૅે ્ી ાંય  તૄ ીૄે જ્ઞાૈઅૈે ાંેૈૈા ક્ષેિ્ાાં કાણ કવ  ાં જઇએ. 

      ુ. આંોેુકૈા ્ૄે અભ્ ાૈી જાોાી ્ાિ ય શૈશ ણિી ૂૄી ્ાણીૄ ૈ ાખૄા 

કૐેજૈે ૉૃ ૄે્ાાં ાાંકી જઇએ. ુ. આંોેુક ય શૈશ ણિી એકુે્ીક કાઉન્ીૐૈે  ૂૃ ણ 

તા આૉાૈા આગ્રી ૄા. ૄે્ૈા ્ૄે ય  શૈશ ણિી ેૈેિ ીૄ ૄ્ા્ ્ત ૈા ્ા ૉ 
અધ્ ાૉકૈે સ્ ૅ ાૈ આૉવ  ાં જઇએ. ુ. આંોેુકૈા ્ૄે ઉચ્ ચ શક્ષૃ દ્વાા જ બ  ્ધ્ે ્ ાૈ, 

ૈૈશૄક અૈે ૐકાી ્ાજૈી ચૈા ક્ છે. 

ુ. આંોેુકૈા ઉચ્ ચ શક્ષૃ્ાાં શ્ાૅીઓ ્ાિે શટ વશૃત ૈ ી ાૅે ાૅે ેાૈી 

સ્ ૄ ી ગુૈા આગ્રી ૄા. ૄે્ૈા ્ૄે ય  શૈશ ણિીઓએ  શ્ાૅીઓૈા શશે ્ૄ જાૃી 
ઉકેૐા ૉાછ ૉૃ ધ્ાૈ આૉવ  ાં જઇએ. ુ. ોાોાાોે આંોેુક એવ  ાં ્ાૈૄા ૄા કે 

ઉચૌ  ચ શક્ષૃ ્ેવ્ ા ોા શ્ાૅીઓ ેે અૈે ગા્ુાઓ્ાાં શશે ઉચ્ ચ ્ાઓ ્ેીૈે 

ેૈા શકા્ાાં ૌાગીા ૅવ  ાં જઇએ. 

ુ. આંોેુક સ્ િીઓ ૉૃ ઉચ્ચ શક્ષૃ ૐે ૄેૈા ખા આગ્રી ૄા, કઇૉૃ ્ાજ્ાાં 
શકા અૈે ૄેૈા ૉહ ણૄૈ ્ાિે ૄેઓ સ્ િીઓૈા ઉચ્ ચ શક્ષૃૈે ્ત ન  ાં જૃાે છે. ુ. 

આંોેુકૈા ્ૄે ઉચ્ચ શક્ષૃ દ્વાા વ્હકૄૈી ાૅે ૄેૈા આૉાૈી ૉાણૃૈ ૉૃ 

શકા ૅા છે. ે ્ાિે આણ ૈાગહક ૄૈા કા્ાાં ૄ ેઓ ઉચ્ ચ શક્ષૃૈે ખોૂ જ ્ત  

આૉૄા ૄા. 
“ડો. આંફેડકયના ભતે ઉચ્ ચ શળક્ષણ દ્વાયા વભાજભાાં યચનાત્ ભક શલચાયો અને તાહક ણકતાને 

ઝડથી શલકવાલી ળકામ તેઓ કશ ેછે.” 
“Higher education in my opinion means that education, which can enable you to 

occupy the strategically important places in state administration, and obstacles, but 

they are over coming there and progression ahead.” 
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‘‘ુ. આંોેુકૈા ્ૄે ૌાૄી ્ાજૈી જુ જ્ઞાશૄ વ્ સ્ ૅ ા અૈે દ ૃૈે ૈાૅાૈ 

ઉૉા ્ાિ ઉચ્ચ શક્ષૃ દ્વાા જ ક છે. ૄે્ૈા ્ૄે ગીો અૈે અ્ી ચ્ ચેૈી ખાઇ 
ૂા ્ાિે ઉચ્ ચ શક્ષૃૈે પ્રખ ્ત  આૉવ ાં જઇએ. ૄેઓ આ ્ાિે ્ાા મ  ્ેન્ િૈા 

આગ્રી ૄા.   

  ુ. આંોેુકૈા ્ૄે ઉચ્ ચ શક્ષૃ દ્વાા ચાેૐ ્ાજ અન્ ા ા્ે ાી ીૄે 

ૐુી કે. ૄેઓ શશે અન્ ા ા્ે ાી ીૄે ૐુી કે. ૄેઓ શશે અન્ ાૈી ા્ે 
ૐુાૈી હિં્ૄ અૈે સ્ િ ૄીકે ઉચ્ચ શક્ષૃૈે ્ત  આૉે છે. ૄે્ૈા ્ૄે ઉચ્ ચ શક્ષૃ 

દ્વાા જ ય ાૈ્ાાં શચાક્તૄ ૈ ે શકાી કા. ય ાૉેૂી ાચા ખિાૈ ૌે ્જીૈે 

્ગ્ર ેૈે ઉૉગી એા શૈૃણ્ાાં જુા ૄે ્ાિે ધ ્ ાાં ધ  ૐક ઉચ્ચ શક્ષૃ ્ેે ૄે 

જરૂી છે. ુ. આંોેુકૈા ્ૄે ેૈા ૐકૈા ્ાૈશક શકા દ્વાા જ ્ાૈશક ક્રાાંશૄ ક્ છે. 
ૄેૈાૅી ેૈા ૐક ાંગીીૄ ોૈી ૐકાીૈે ાચી હા્ાાં ૐઇ જઇ કે. આધ શૈક  

ૌાૄૈા ર્જૈ ્ાિે ૄે ઉચ્ ચ શક્ષૃૈે ્ત  આૉે છે. ૄે્ૈા ્ૄે ય  ાૈૈે ્ાૈશક 

ગ ૐા્ી્ાાંૅી મ  તૄ કા ્ાિે ઉચ્ ચ શક્ષૃ ગ્  કૅીૉા છે. ૄેઓ ાટ ્ ી એકૄાૈા ખોૂ 

આગ્રી ૄા અૈે ૄે ્ાિે ૄેઓ ઉચ્ ચ શક્ષૃૈે ્ત  આૉે છે, ૄે્ૈા ્ૄે ૈજ્ઞાશૈક 
શચાાેાાૈા ર્જૈ ્ાિે ઉચ્ ચ શક્ષૃ અશૈાણ છે. ૄે  ચાહત્ર્ૈા શકા ્ાિે ૉૃ ઉચ્ ચ 

શક્ષૃૈા આગ્રી ૄા. 

ૄેઓ ઉચ્ ચ શક્ષૃ ્ાિે સ્ ૅ ાશૈકા ૌાાઓ દ્વાા ય  શૈ રૌશ િીઓ શક્ષૃ આૉે ૄેૈા 

આગ્રી ૄા. ૄે્ૈા ્ૄે ેક ૈાગહક ૉાે કાાન  ાં ૂત  ાં જ્ઞાૈ વ  ાં જરૂી છે. આૅી ઉચ્ ચ 
શક્ષૃ્ાાં કાાન  ાં જ્ઞાૈ ્ે ૄેી વ્ સ્ ૅ ા કી જઇએ. ૄેઓ ઉચ્ ચ શક્ષૃ્ાાં ્ગ્ર ે 

્ાિે એક જ ૌાાૈા આગ્રી ૄા, ૄે્ૈા ્ૄે ેૈા ૐકૈે ૐઘ ૄ ાગ્રાંશૅ્ાાંૅી મ  તૄ કા 

ઉચ્ચ શક્ષૃ અકી ઉૉા છે.  
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ુ. આંોેુકન  ાં જીૈ અૈેક મશૂ્ કેૐીઓ અૈે ૉુકાૅી ૌેલ ાં ા છૄાાં ૄે્ૃે 
ૈક્ષલૃક અૈે વ્ ાાશક ક્ષેિે ૄાૈા શખ  કાહ ૄા. લૐૄ ાૈા ૈા કાૃ 

ૄે્ૃે જીૈૌ અૈેક અન્ ા ૐેા છૄાાં શશે ક્ષેિ્ાાં ૄે્ૃે કેલ ાં લચિંૄૈ અૈે પ્રાૈ 
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સ્ત્રી વળક્તતકયણઃ ડૉ. ફાફાવાશફે આંફેડકયજીના શલચાયો 

ડૉ. જજજ્ઞાવાફેન જોી1, અજમ ફી. યાલર2  

1. ેુ, એ. એ. ૉિેૐ કૐેજ ઑ એજ્ય કેૈ, K.S.V., ગાાેં ીૈગ 

2. આશસ્િન્િ પ્રે, એ. એ. ૉિેૐ કૐેજ ઑ એજ્ય કેૈ, K.S.V., ગાાેં ીૈગ 

 

 પ્રથતાલનાઃ 

ૌાૄૈી આ ેા ેન્ા છે કે જ્ાાં ી શાજી  ,્ાાૃા પ્રૄાૉ ,ૌગૄશિં ,

સ  ૌાચાંદ્ર ોઝ ,ગેે ક્રાાંશૄીએ જન્્ ૐીે .ૌાૄૈે શેી પ્રજાૈી ગ ૐા્ી્ાાંૅી મ  તૄ 

કાા ્ાિે જેિૐી જરૂહાૄ ક્રાાંશૄીૈી ૄી ૄેિૐી જ જરૂહાૄ સ્ૄાંિૄા ોા ેૈા 

ા્ાજજક વ્સ્ૅાૉૈ ૄે્જ ્ાજૈા  ૈ ર તૅાૈ ્ાિેૈા ા્ાજજક સ  ે ાાૈી ૉૃ ી ૄી. 

૧૪્ી ઑગસ્િ  ,૧૯૪૭ૈી ્ધ્ાશિએ ૌાૄ્ાૄાએ ૈેાશૈક રૂૉે શેી પ્રજાૈી 

ગ ૐા્ી્ાાંૅી ૄ સ્ૄાંિૄા ્ેી ૐીેી ૄી ૉાંત   ૌાૄૈે જ  ઘૃી ક પ્રૅા  ,ક ાંગૄૈી 

અ ૄે્જ ્ાજૈી ક વ્સ્ૅાૈી ્ાૈશક ગ ૐા્ી્ાાંૅી મ  ક્તૄ ્ેાૈી ોાકી ૄી .

ૌાૄૈી સ્ૄાંિૄા જ  ેૂૂી ીૄે પ્રાપ્ૄ ૅઈ ૈૅી .જ  ૌાૄૈી ઘૃી ્સ્ાઓ ,ગ ૐા્ી 

અકોાેં  છે .ૌાૄ ્ાૄાૈે ્ાજૈી ક વ્સ્ૅ ાાૈી ઝાંઝી્ાાંૅી મ  તૄ કાાન  ાં ૌગીૅ 

કાણ કૃ કે  ?ૌાૄ્ાૄાૈે ાચી અૈે ાં ૂૃ ણ આઝાી કૃ અૉાે ?આ ક્ષ પ્રશ્નૈ 

ઇશૄા જાો છે-ુૉ .ૌી્ા આંોેુક .ુૉ .આંોેુકજીૈ જન્્ ્ાાટ્ૈા તૈાગીી 
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જીલ્ૐાૈા આંોુે )આંોહુે(્ાાં ૅ ૄ .ુૉ .આંોેુકજી  ્ાજ ૉહૄણૈૈા ૌગીૅ 

કાણૈે સ  ૉેે રૂૂાં ૉાુે ૄે શચા ૄતકાૐીૈ ૐકૈે ્ૈ્ાાં ૉૃ ૈૄ .ુૉ  .આંોેુકજી ૈા 

જીૈ વ ૃૄ ાાંૄ ૉૅી આજૈી ૉેૂી ઘણ ાં ીખી કે છે અૈે ીખી ી ૉૃ છે  .આજૈી ૉેૂીએ 

ચિ ૉૃે ૈીશૄૈા ,્ાજ સ  ે ાૃાૈા ,વ્સ્ૅાૈા ૄે્જ ાંચાૐૈૈા ૉી ુૉ  .આંોેુકજી  

ૉાેૅી ૄે્ૈી જીૈ ઘિૈાઓ ૉૅી ીખા જઈએ . 

ુૉ  .આંોેુકજી ૈા ્ાૈ ૉ ચાૐૄા ્ૈ્ાૅં ૈ ૄે્જ ૌાૄૈી ્ાજ વ્સ્ૅા 

ૉહૄણૈૈી અ્ાંજૄા ૄે્જ ઉતકાંીાૈે ૄે્ૃે ઘૃા સ્રૂૉે પ્રગિ કી છે  .ૌાૄૈા 

ોાેં ાૃૈા ઘુૈાએ આ ૌગીૅ કાણૈા શ્રીગૃે ોાેં ાૃૈી ચૈા ૅકી જ કાણ ૉાંત   આ 

ૄ ્ાિ રૂઆૄ ૄી . ુૉ  .આંોેુકજી  ્ાજ્ાાં સ્ત્રી પ્રતેૈી ઉૉેલક્ષૄ દ્રષ્ટિન  ાં અૐકૈ 

ૄે્જ અન  ૌ કો .ુૉ  .આંોેુકજી ૈા ્ૈ્ાાં જાૃે ૐૂાૈી ્ેખ ૉેી ગા જેી અહ્ય 

ેૈા ૅઈ ે  .ૌાૄ કે જે ક્તૄૈી ઉૉાૈાૈ ે છે .તાાં જ સ્ત્રીૈી આી અા .દ ગાણ ,

ૌાૈી ,ચામ ાું ા ,ૉાણૄી ગેે સ્રૂૉે જ્ાાં ક્તૄૈી ઉૉાૈા અૈે અચણૈાૈ ્હ્ા ગાૄ 

 ૄે ભશૂ્્ાાં સ્ત્રીૈી આી અૈશૄ  .જે ાટ્ સષૃ્ટિૈી ર્જક ,ૉાૐક અૈે ાંાક ક્તૄૈા 

સ્રૂૉે ્ા સ્ૄી ,્ાૐી્ી અૈે ્ાકાૐીૈી અચણૈા કૄ  ૄે જ ાટ્્ાાં સ્ત્રીઓૈા 

્ાૈ-ન્્ાૈ ૄે્જ ્ાજ્ાાં સ્ૅાૈ અૉાા ્ાિે ુૉ  .આંોેુકજી ૈે અૅાગ પ્રતૈ કા 

ૉુયા . 
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જે ાટ્ ૉૄાૈી જન્્ભશૂ્ૈે ૉૃ ્ા “ૌાૄ ્ા ”કીૈે ાંોેૈ કૄ હ્ય ૄે ે્ાાં 

સ્ત્રીૈા   ૈ ર તૅાૈ ૄે્જ સ્ત્રીૈે ્ાજૈી મ ખ્ેાા ાૅે જુા્ાાં ુૉ  .આંોેુકજી ૈ શિંા 

ૐે છે . 

ડૉ  .આંફેડકયજી અને સ્ત્રી વળક્તતકયણઃ  

જાશૄ ્ાૈૄા ,ૈેિહકિંગ  ,ૈેૄાગીી અૈે ૈાૃાકી સ્ૄાંિૄા એ સ્ત્રી ક્તૄકૃૈા 

્તૈા અૈે ૉાાૈા ૄ ત છે  .ુૉ .આંોેુકજી આ ોાોૄ ૄ ે્ૈા ્્ાાં જ અન  ૌી અૈે 

ા્ાજીક ૉહૄણૈૈી પ્રહક્રા્ાાં ૄેૈ ્ાે ૉૃ કો .  

ુૉ  .આંોેુકજી ચ્ાાં અૈે જ્ઞાશૄૈા બચ-ૈીચૈા ૌેૌાૈી પ્રૅાૈ ાા શે્ાાં 

ૄે્જ ૉછાૄ અૈે લૐૄ ્ાજૈી ઉન્નશૄ્ાાં સ્ત્રીૈી ૌાગીાીૈે ્ાી  .ૄે્ૃે અન  ૌવ્ય  કે 

સ્ત્રીૈી ૌાગીાી શૈા આ ્ાજૈ ઉતકણ ાંૌ ૈૅી .જાશૄૈા ૌેૌાૈા શેૈી 

ૐુાઈ્ાાં ૄે્ૃે સ્ત્રીઓૈે પ્રતાહૄ કાણ .્ા િાાંકૈી ચ્ાાં સ્ત્રીઓ એ  રૂૈી ાૅે 

ી ૉૄાૈ શે પ્રગિ કો ૄ  .ુૉ .આંોેુક સ્ત્રીઓૈે ાંગહીૄ ૅા અૈે એક ૅા 

પ્રતાહૄ કે છે .02 ્ી જ ૐાઈ  ,2420 ્ાાં જાેૐ ્હૐા ૉહાંા્ાાં ૌેગી ૅેૐી 

્હૐાૈી જૈ્ેૈીૈે જઈ ુૉ  .આંોેુકજીએ ્હૐાઓૈે ાંોશેૄ કૄા સ્ત્રીઓૈે 

પ્રગશૄીૐ ,ાંસ્કૃશૄ અૈે ૉાંૉાૈા ા ક ોૈાન  ાં કહ્ ાં. 

ક્તૄકૃ એ વ્ક્તૄૈી ક્ષ્ૄા ૄે્જ ્ાજૈી મ ખ્ ેાા ાૅેૈા જુાૃન  ાં સચૂૈ 

કે છે  .શક્ષૃ ૅકી જ ્ાજૈી પ્રગશૄ ૅઈ કે છે ,્ાજ ૐકાી ૐૃ ાખી ્ાેી 
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પ્રગશૄૈા ૉાૅં ે અગ્રે ોૈી કે છે .શક્ષૃએ વ્ક્તૄૈા ક્તૄકૃન  ાં અકાક અૈે 

પ્રૌાક ઉૉકૃ છે  .્ ૉા ૅાૈી ાૅે સ્ત્રીઓૈે શક્ષૃૈી ૂૄી ૄકૅી ાંલચૄ 

કા્ાાં આી ી ૄી .ુૉ .આંોેુકજીએ સ્ત્રીઓૈે ્ાૈ શક્ષૃૈી ૄક ૂી ૉાુા ્ાિેૈા 

ૂૄા પ્રતૈ કાણ .  

ુૉ  .આંોેુકજીએ ૌાૄૈા ોાેં ાૃૈા ઘુૈા છે .ૄે્ૃે સ્ત્રીઓૈે ક્ષૃ ્ાિે ૄે્જ 

્ાૈૄા આૉા ્ાિે ોાેં ાૃ્ાાં જગાઈ કેૐ છે  .ુૉ .આંોેુકજીએ સ્ત્રીૈે ૌગી 

ૉુૄી ઘેલ  હિંાૈા શે ્ાિે ેતૈ-21 ્ાાં જગાઈ કેૐ છે . 

The Hindu Succession Act એ સ્ત્રી અૈે   રૂૈે ાાઈ્ાાં ૐગૌગ ્ાૈ ક પ્રાૈ 

કે છે  .ેતૈ-22 મ  જો કઈૉૃ હિંદ  ્હૐાૈી શ્ૐકૄૈી એ ્ાિ એક જ ્ાલૐક છે  .ુૉ .

આંોેુકજીએ Hindu Code Bill 2421્ાાં જૂ કય ણ જે ્હૐાઓૈે શ્ૐકૄ્ાાં ક આૉાૈી 

જૂઆૄ કત   ત  ાં ,ૉાંત   ાં્ાાંૅી અસ્ીકા ૅૄા ૄે્ૃ ાે કેલોૈેિૈા ્ાંિી ૉેૅી 2432્ાાં 

ાજીૈામ ાં આૉી ીધ ાં ત  ાં  .  

 ઉવાંશાયઃ  

ુૉ  .આંોેુકજીૈા સ્ત્રીૈે ્ાજૈી મ ખ્ેાા ાૅે જુાૈા અૅાગ પ્રતૈ છે જે 

આજે સ્ત્રીૈા ્ાજ્ાાં ૐેા સ્ૅાૈૈે ્ાિે જાોા છે .ુૉ .આંોેુકજી ્ાૈૄા કે સ્ત્રી 

ક્તૄકૃ ૅકી જ ા્ાજજક ૉહૄણૈ ક્ છે  .સ્ત્રી એ ્ાજન  ાં અલૌન્ન અૈે ્તન  ાં અંગ 

છે .ૄેૈે અગૃીૈે ્ાજ પ્રગશૄૈા ૉાૅં ે એક ુગલ ાં ૉૃ ૌી કે ૄે્ ૈૅી .આ્ ,્ાજૈા 
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ોહ મ  ખી શકા અૈે ા્ાજજક ઉતકણ ્ાિે )આજે ૈહ ૄ કાૐે (્ાજ દ્વાા સ્ત્રીઓૈા સ્ૅાૈ 

અૈે ્તૈે ્જવ  ાં જ હ્  .પ્રસ્ત  ૄ  અભૌ ાૉિ સ્ત્રી ક્તૄકૃ ્ાિે ુૉ  .આંોેુકજીૈા 

શચા જૂ કાૈ એક પ્રતૈ ૄ .  
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ABSTRACT : 

 Dr. Ambedkar-A person with tremendous knowledge, wisdom, courage and vision. 

The freedom fighter and a scholar who shown a path to the society of  Liberty, Equality and 

Fraternity. He took the lots of efforts to abolish the barriers in the way of empowerment of 

women in India. He laid down the foundation codifying the common Civil Code for Hindus 

and other sections of the Indian Society. 

 The present paper is an attempt to highlight Dr. Ambedkar‘s view on women 

empowerment. Dr. Ambedkar started his movement in 1920. He started fierce propaganda 

against the Hindu social order and launched a journal Mook Nayak in 1920 and Bhiskrit 

Bharat in 1927 for this purpose. Newspapers started by Dr. B.R. Ambedkar, Mooknayak and 

Bahiskrit Bharat predominantly used to cover issues related to women and their 

empowerment. 

 Dr. Ambedkar was always concerned about women empowerment. In  a letter to his 

father‘s friend, young Dr.Ambedkar, during his studies at New York, said – We shall see 

better days soon and our progress will be greatly accelerated if male education is persuaded 

side by side with female education. 

 On 18th July 1927,  Dr. Ambedkar Addressed a meeting of about three thousand 

women of depressed classes; he said ‗I measure the progress of community by the degree of 

progress which women had achieved‘. 
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 These issues he put forward due to stress the gender equality and the need for 

education and exposed the problems of the depressed community as well as women. In 1931 

he spoke on women empowerment in a press conference and addressed for family measures 

for women in Bombay Legislative Assembly. He worked throughout his life for the 

betterment of women involved in prostitution professional. He was a inspiration for poor, 

illiterate women to fight against injustice and child marriage and devdasi system. He insisted 

on Hindu Code Bill for same cause. Thus his deep concern and feelings for all round 

development of women is expressed from his each sentence and word. 

Keywords :- Women Empowerment, Equality, Education System.  

INTRODUCTION :- 

 Empowerment refers to increasing the spiritual, political, social or economic strength 

of individuals and communities. To achieve sustainable and healthy human development it is 

very much necessary to have women involvement in political, social, economic and health 

status of community. The role played by Dr.Babasaheb Ambedkar, as chairperson of the 

Drafting Committee of the Constitution, has shaped the socio-political, economical and 

demographic scenario of the country after independence, Dr.Ambedkar had the highest 

academic credential for an Indian of his time, and his erudition and scholarship have been 

widely acknowledged. Dr. Ambedkar‘s vision about women empowerment has explicitly 

depicted in Indian Constitution. Equality of gender  is backed by the constitution through 

articles 14, 15 and 16. The principle of gender equality is enshrined in the Indian Constitution 

in its Preamble, Fundamental Rights, Fundamental Duties and Directive Principles. 

OBJECTIVES, METHODS AND MATERIALS: 

 The present paper is an attempt to highlight Dr. Ambedkar‘s view on women 

empowerment for this secondary data collected from internet, government documents, 
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newspapers, published papers, books and speeches delivered by Dr. Ambedkar in parliament, 

various conferences and meetings. 

ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION:  

 Women empowerment is characterized by gender equality, gender main streaming, 

networking, leaderships and financial freedom. For the eradication of cast system and 

bringing under privileged cession of community Dr.Ambedkar started involving women in 

the struggle. He realized that this could not be achieved without liberating the women 

themselves. He motivated women and addressed them to participate in struggle against caste 

prejudices. He encouraged women to organize themselves. Impressed by the large gathering 

of women at women‘s conference held at Nagpur on 20th July,1942 he told women to be 

progressive and abolish traditionalism, ritualism and customary habits, which were 

detrimental to their progress. Empowerment helps to develop and build the capacities of 

individuals, communities to be the part of the main stream of society. Education is only mean 

by which societies grow out of oppression to democratic participation and involvement. It is a 

powerful tools for empowerment of individual. Over the generations, marginalized sections 

and women in Indian society were denied the opportunity to education. Dr. Ambedkar put all 

his efforts to guarantee the educational opportunities without any discrimination to all the 

citizens of India. 

 Dr. Babasaheb Ambedkar strived throughout his life to bring schedule castes and 

scheduled tribes and women in streamline of society. He has identified the Indian women‘s 

problems and gave solutions in Omay Legislative Council. He supported the Maternity Bill, 

his argument was ―It is in the interest of the nation that the mother ought to get a certain 

amount of rest during the prenatal period and also subsequently and the principle of the bill is 

based entirely on that principle. 

 In Indian society the women was considered the lowest part of community. He fought 

a very difficult battle for their cause. He addressed women for their libration, development of 
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their mind and the spirit of self help. He advised the education is main part of women 

development he added ―As you are, so shall be your children‖. According to him 

development of a community can be measured by the development and degree of progress 

made by the women in that community. He advised to the married women to live the 

dignified life to be a friend of her husband and not the slave and have an equal right of say. 

He was against early marriages and producing too many children. 

 Dr Babsaheb Ambedkar was not only a dalit hero but also the saviour of the Indian 

women. He was of a view that the basic root cause of social and women injustice was gender 

discrimination and cast system. For social transformation the gender and cast discriminations 

are hurdles. His words and deeds inspired billions of women even today to strive and struggle 

against injustice and inequality. His work is an inspiration for today‘s women to live 

dignified life with self esteem. 

 Through the constitution of India, as the chairman of the constitution drafting 

committee, Dr. Babasaheb Ambedkar was instrumental in granting equal status to all the 

citizens irrespective of gender, religion etc. Thus the women, contrary to their low status as 

per Hindu law books, were for the first time got equal status lawfully. 

 Dr. Ambedkar tried an adequate inclusion of women‘s right in the political 

vocabulary and constitution of India. i.e. 

Article 14 – Equal rights and opportunities in political, economic and social speres. 

Article 15 – Prohibits discrimination on the ground of sex. 

Article 15 (3) – Enables affirmative discrimination in favour of women. 

Article 39 – Equal means of livelihood and equal pay for equal work. 

Article 42 – Human conditions of work and maternity relief. 
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Article 51 (A) (C) – Fundamental duties to renounce practices, derogatory to the dignify of        

women.  

Article 46 – The state of promote with special care, the educational and economic interests of 

weaker section of people and to protect them from social injustice and all forms of 

exploitation.  

Article 47 – The state to raise the level of nutrition and standard of living of its people and 

the improvement of public health and so on. 

Article 243 D (3), 243T (3) & 243R (4) provides for allocation of seats in the Panchayati Raj 

System. 

 To empower women at that time, presented Hindu Code Bill in parliament but it was 

opposed by almost every male Member of Parliament if passed, it would have ended Saiti 

Pratha, Dowry system in 1951 only. After the bill lapsed, he resigned. (The draft also 

included divorce rights to women, portions of inheritance to daughters, while giving widows 

complete property rights. 

 Dr. Ambedkar had his own views for women empowerment and this has shown from 

his contribution and deeds for billions of Indian women which can be reflected from Indian 

constitution. Indian constitution has given social, political and economical justice to women 

by giving equal status, equal right and equal opportunity freedom of thought, expression, 

belief, faith and worship. He has worked for all the women irrespective of religion, caste, 

creed, gender etc. Not only women all the people of India should thankful to him because of 

his tremendous and everlasting steps of developmental works. 

 In present day context, Ambedkar and his thoughts on society based on equality are 

yet to be realized for reconstructing Indian society and making the life of women better. B.R. 

Ambedkar was a fighter for women emancipation. He fought against all kinds of 

discrimination against women throughout his whole life. But still discrimination against 
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women in Indian society is overlooked. So it is our duty to fulfil the dreams of Ambedkar for 

a better life world of women. It may also be mentioned here that the term ―Social Justice‖ 

will not be exercised properly if the people of India should not change their attitudes 

specially towards women, SCs, STs and other weaker section of the society. 

 Dr.Babasaheb Ambedkar is a pure symbol of hard work, dedication, commitment, 

love and humanity. He is a father of Indian constitution and dynamic character of India‘s 

history. 

CONCLUSION:  

 In the condolence message, on Ambedkar‘s death in parliament, Prime Minister 

Jawaharlal Nehru said ―Dr. Babasaheb Ambedkar was a symbol of revolt against all 

oppressive features of Hindu society‖. His dream of society, based on gender equality is yet 

to be realized and therefore his thoughts are important for the social reconstruction that 

favours women empowerment. Dr. Babasaheb expressed his views on the state of life of all 

women. He stated that women must be treated equally and given equal prestige. He insisted 

on Hindu Code Bill suggesting the basic improvements and amendments in assembly. He 

also insisted and evoked all the parliamentary members to help to pass the bill in parliament. 

Eventually, he resigned for the same. The teachings and thoughts of  Dr. Ambedkar are useful 

not only women but also all the Indian even today. His deep concern and feelings for all 

round development of women is expressed from his each sentence and word. In his last 

speech in Indian Parliament we can know his feelings and respect showed towards women. 

He quoted the famous thoughts of an Irish Patriot Daniel O Connal as, ―No man can be 

grateful at the cost of his honour, no woman can be grateful at the cost of her chastity. And 

no nation can be grateful at the cost of his liberty.‖ In his famous book ―Pakistan and 

partition of India‖ he expressed his views about Muslim women and their religious traditions, 

about wearing veil, their marriages and so on. Muslim women were suppressed under various 

religious traditions. Towards all the women, irrespective of their religion, casts and class. 
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Dr.Babsaheb Ambedkar had a particular humanitarianism view. He frequently raised his 

voice against all sorts of injustice towards women. 
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Introduction  

Dr. B.R Ambedkar was well known as a revolutionary thinker and philosopher. He 

was social activist and critic and strode like a colossus in the Indian sociopolitical scene unto 

his death. He worked not only for dalit but for women also. He gave new identity to Indian 

women. Singariya, M. R. (2014) wrote that, ―Dr. Babasaheb spent his life for the betterment of 

women even involved in bad practices and professionals like prostitutions. Ambedkar created 

awareness among poor, illiterate women and inspired them to fight against the unjust and 

social practices like child marriages and devdasi system.‖ Ambedkar saw women as the 

victims of the oppressive, caste- based and rigid hierarchical social system. He provides 

source of inspiration for women's empowerment movement in India. 

  According to Velaskar, P. (2012),  ―Ambedkar‘s social and educational thought 

remains surprisingly neglected in Indian educational discourse.‖ Not many people know that 

Dr. Ambedkar always worked hard to uplift the situation of women in Indian society.  

 According to Maurya, R.S.(1988), ―Education of women is the most powerful tool 

of change of position in society. The greatest single factor which can incredibly improve the 

status of women in any society is education. Education also brings a reduction in inequalities 

and functions as a means of improving self-esteem, self-confidence, necessary courage and 

their status within the family.‖ 

Newspapers started by Dr. B. R. Ambedkar, Mooknayak and Bahiskrit Bharat 

predominantly used to cover issues related to women and their empowerment. Ambedkar was 
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always concerned about women empowerment. In a letter to his father‘s friend, young 

Ambedkar, during his studies at New York, said – We shall see better days soon and our 

progress will be greatly accelerated if male education is persuaded side by side with female 

education…‖ 

The higher rate of illiteracy of women is undoubtedly the reason for women's 

dependence on men and to play a subordinate role. The lack of education is the main cause 

for women's exploitation, violence and negligence. Education can help women to understand 

the provisions that are made to strengthen them. Thus promoting education among women is 

of great importance in empowering them to accomplish their goals in par with men in 

different spheres of life ( Singariya M. R. (2014)). 

Women Empowerment  

Empowerment means the process of becoming stronger and more confident, 

especially in controlling one's life and claiming one's rights. (www.oxforddictionaries.com) 

Women Empowerment refers to the creation of an environment for women where 

they can make decisions of their own for their personal benefits as well as for the society. 

 Every minute, 2 girls and women are raped in South Africa. 

 Every hour, 48 girls and women are raped as a weapon of war in Congo. 

 Every day, 3 women are killed by their male partner in the United States. 

In fact, more than 100 million girl babies have been killed, aborted, and neglected to 

die...simply because they were girls. (www.huffingtonpost.com) 

According to the (www.selfgrowth.com),  Empowerment is probably the totality of the 

following or similar capabilities: 

 Having decision-making power of their own 
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 Having access to information and resources for taking proper decision 

 Having a range of options from which you can make choices (not just yes/no, 

either/or.) 

 Ability to exercise assertiveness in collective decision making 

 Having positive thinking on the ability to make change 

 Ability to learn skills for improving one's personal or group power. 

 Ability to change others‘ perceptions by democratic means. 

 Involving in the growth process and changes that is never ending and self-initiated 

 Increasing one's positive self-image and overcoming stigma 

Dr. Ambedkar's  thoughts on women empowerment  

On 18th July 1927, Dr. Ambedkar addressed a meeting of about three thousand women 

of Depressed classes, he said ‗I measure the progress of community by the degree of progress 

which women had achieved.‘ 

 Send your children to schools. Education is as necessary for Females as it is for males. 

If you know how to read and write, there would be much progress.  – Dr. B. R. 

Ambedkar (While addressing women of Depressed classes on 18th July 1927) 

 Dr. Ambedkar said to Women ―Learn to be clean. Keep from vices. Give education to 

your children. Instill ambition into them. Inculcate in their minds that they are destined 

to be great. Remove from them all inferiority complexes.‖ 

 Dr. Ambedkar said to Women – The paternal duty lies in giving each child a better 

start than its parents had. Above all, let every girl who marries stand by her husband, 

claim to be her husband‘s friend and equal, and refuse to his slave. I am sure if you 

follow this advice, you will bring honour and glory to yourselves. 

 Dr. Ambedkar made provisions in articles 14-16 in the Indian Constitution, which 

provide equal status to Woman and also banned the of sale and purchase of woman 

prevailing Hindu India. 
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 Dr. Ambedkar created awareness among poor, illiterate women and inspired them to 

fight against the unjust and social practices like child marriages and devdasi system. 

Constitutional Provisions 

The Constitution of India contains various provisions, which provide for equal rights 

and opportunities for both men and women.  

The salient features are:- 

 Article 14 guarantees that the State shall not deny equality before the law and equal 

protection of the laws; 

 Article 15 prohibits discrimination against any citizen on the ground of sex; 

 Article 15 (3) empowers the State to make positive discrimination in favour of women 

and children; 

 Article 16 provides for Equality of Opportunity in matters of public employment; 

              

 In pursuance of the above Constitutional provisions, various legislative enactments 

have been framed to protect, safeguard and promote the interests of women. Many of these 

legislative enactments have been in the sphere of labour laws to ameliorate the working 

conditions of women labour. 

Dr. B.R. Ambedkar  said that, "It is the education which is the right weapon to cut the 

social slavery and it is the education which will enlighten the downtrodden masses to come 

up and gain social status, economic betterment and political freedom."  

Education to women is the most powerful instrument of changing their position in the 

society. Education also brings about reduction in inequalities and also acts as a means to 

improve their status within the family. In order to encourage education of women at all levels 

and to dilute gender bias in the provision and acquaintance of education, schools, colleges 

and even universities were established exclusively for women in the country.  
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Conclusion 

Society is in a continuous process of evolution. It will take several decades for these 

imbalances to be rectified. Education of both men and women will lead to change in attitudes 

and perceptions. It is not easy to eradicate deep-seated cultural value, or alter tradition that 

perpetuate discrimination. Women in the rural areas are wholly oblivious of their rights. It 

will require a much greater and concerted effort for the various measures to become a living 

reality for women in the rural areas. This can happen only through the collective effort of the 

State, NGOs, imparting of formal and informal education, through the media, etc. 

Empowerment of women so as to enable them to become equal partners with their male 

counterparts so that they have mutual respect for each other and share the responsibilities of 

the home and finances should be the ultimate goal that we must aspire to achieve. 

Enforcement of basic human rights of gender equality must take place, without undermining 

the institution and sanctity of marriage, and family. Working women continue to remain 

primarily responsible for taking care of home and child rearing, in addition to their careers. 

Increased stress has made them more prone to heart and other stress related diseases. Hence, 

it is necessary to improve the Support System for working women.  
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Introduction: 

The concept of human rights originated in the ancient doctrine of natural rights based on 

natural law which can be found in the philosophical teachings of ancient Greek and roman 

thinkers. Cicero a roman Political thinker laid down the foundations for Natural law and 

NATURAL Rights. It was advocated by the famous social contract like Hobbes, Locke and 

Rousseau in the form of Natural Rights. [reference]. Jean Jacques Rousseau in his book 

social contract writes ‘’Man is born free and everywhere he is in chains’’. This statement of 

Rouseau emphasized the importance of freedom to human being. J.S.Mill,T.H.Green and 

Karl Marx championed the cause of human right. 

During the medieval period,in England,the magna carta (1215) made between the king John 

and the barons was the first written document that recognized and guaranteed a few rights 

to man in the history of Human Rights.  

   B.R. Ambedkar was a central figure during the freedom struggle of India, as he was main 

the architect of the new nation's constitution, and the foremost champion of the civil rights of 

the "untouchable" class to which he belonged.  He spoke and wrote ceaselessly on behalf of 

"untouchables," but his passion for justice was wide-ranging; in 1950 he resigned from his 

position as the country's first Minister of Law when Nehru's cabinet refused to pass the 

Women's Rights Bill.   

EARLY LIFE & EDUCATION 

  Dr . Ambedkar   was born into the ―untouchable‖ Mahar caste on April 14th, 1891, in 

Mhow, Madhya Pradesh.  As a child, at school he was seated on the floor in a corner of the 

classroom, separate from other students, and his teachers refused to touch him or his 

notebooks because of his supposed ―impurity.‖  Despite such daily caste humiliation and 

discrimination, Ambedkar excelled in his studies.  He passed his high school matriculation 

examination in Bombay in 1907 and became one of the first ‗untouchables‘ ever to attend 

college in India, studying at Bombay  

2 
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University and Elfinstone College.  After graduating with his BA in 1912, Ambedkar 

received a scholarship to study in the United States from the Maharaja of Baroda (in 

exchange for 10 years of future service to the State).  At Columbia University in New York 

City, he experienced social equality (the absence of caste discrimination) for the first 

time.  There he studied under John Dewey, who inspired many of his ideas about human 

rights and social justice.  Ambedkar earned his MA in Political Science from Columbia in 

1915 and then traveled to England to study at the London School of Economics (LSE) and 

Gray‘s Inn (Law School).  In 1917, after only one year in the UK, his scholarship was 

terminated and he was called back to India.  Returning to work as Military Secretary for 

Baroda state, Ambedkar was distressed by the sudden reappearance of discrimination in his 

life.  In early 1920, he began publishing the news weekly Mooknayak (Leader of Fools) in 

which he criticized orthodox Hindu politicians and the seeming reluctance of the Indian 

political community to fight caste discrimination.  Later in the same year, having 

accumulated the necessary funds, he returned to London where he completed his DSc from 

LSE and earned his Bar-at-Law degree from Gray‘s Inn. 

Dr.B R Ambedkar: Emergence of Revolutionary Character Who fought for Human Rights 

During the last decade of the 19th century, many Indian leaders born among the lower castes 

like Narayan Guru (1854-1928), Jotiba Phule (1827-1890), and Ramaswamy Naicker 1879-

1973) launched massive struggles for the dignity of Dalits throughout India. Ambedkar was 

the most towering figure among these Dalit leaders. 

In 1917 he joined the Baroda State Service after returning from his studies in the USA and 

the United Kingdom, as part of the terms of his scholarship agreement. He worked in the city 

of Baroda, the place of the ruling family of Gaikwad, which financed his studies abroad. He 

worked as secretary in the defense office of the Maharaja of Baroda State. 

 

3 

However, despite his foreign education, he had to endure insults while at work due to his low 

caste origin. He was a victim of the cruel dalit discrimination. He suffered the ignominy of 

having document files hurled by peons at his face.[1] 

He suffered the humiliating experience of not being served drinking water during official 

functions. At the officer's club, he had to sit in a corner and keep his distance from the other 

http://www.hurights.or.jp/archives/focus/section2/2009/06/b-r-ambedkar-an-indefatigable-defender-of-human-rights.html#n1
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members belonging to higher castes. He also had difficulties in finding a rented house, as he 

was not allotted government bungalow. He stayed in an inn owned by Parsis (members of 

Zoroastrian religion). One morning, as he was getting ready to go to work, a dozen Parsis, 

allwielding sticks, rushed up to his room screaming that he had polluted the inn and insisted 

on his immediate departure. He begged them to let him stay for a week longer since he hoped 

to get his government bungalow by then. But they were obdurate. If they found him at the inn 

that evening, they said God help him. After spending much of the day in a public garden, 

Ambedkar, in utter frustration and disgust, left for Bombay by the 9 pm train. 

These scorching incidents goaded Ambedkar to work for the protection of dalit rights and 

upliftment of the status of the Dalits. In 1924, he started legal practice in Bombay and 

founded the Bahishkrit Hitkarni Sabha (Depressed Class Institute) to uplift the Dalits. 

Henceforth, he started his movement and took the cause of the Dalits. He roused the dalit 

consciousness to fight for the eradication of dalit discrimination; to claim equality of 

treatment, status and opportunity; to equally enjoy all rights ? civil, political, social and 

economic ? and respect for the dignity of persons. He was considered a crusader for the 

human rights of the Dalits in India.[2] 

The Hindu religious belief that "All human beings are not born equal" creates caste-based 

discrimination against the Dalits that leads to various forms of violence against them 

including public humiliation, torture, rape, beating and killing. Reacting to the values of 

Hinduism, Rabindranath Gore wrote, 

We do not value Hinduism, we value human dignity... We want equal rights in the society. 

We will achieve them as far as possible while remaining within the Hindu fold or if necessary 

by kicking away this worthless Hindu identity.[3] 

4 

Ambedkar was a great supporter of women's liberation. He blamed the verna system, which 

has not only subjugated Dalits but also women. He questioned Manu Smriti (Laws of Manu), 

the law book (Dharam-Shastra) of Brahminic Hinduism and attributed to Manu, the 

legendary first man and lawgiver. Manu Smriti prescribed the Dharma of each Hindu, stating 

the obligations attached to his or her social class and stage of life. It was hostile to the interest 

of lower caste people and women. It prohibited re-marriage of widows. He felt that Manu 

Smriti was solely responsible for the downfall of Hindu women. He encouraged the Dalits to 

embrace Buddhism to liberate their own selves from Hindu subjugation. Hence he fought for 

the right to choose ones' faith. After embracing Buddhism, Ambedkar said, "[U]nfortunately 

http://www.hurights.or.jp/archives/focus/section2/2009/06/b-r-ambedkar-an-indefatigable-defender-of-human-rights.html#n2
http://www.hurights.or.jp/archives/focus/section2/2009/06/b-r-ambedkar-an-indefatigable-defender-of-human-rights.html#n3
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for me I was born a Hindu Untouchable... I solemnly assure you I will not die as a Hindu." 

He practiced what he advocated and became a Buddhist in 1956. 

He also wrote about the French revolution ideas of fraternity, liberty and equality. He thought 

that the French and Russian revolutions failed to realize all three ideas. He believed that they 

could not all be realized except through the way of the Buddha.[4] 

Ambedkarji‟s effort and Struggle for Untouchables:- 

As a Lawyer,economist and anthropologist Babasaheb adopted various means to safeguard 

the  rightsof Untouchables,therefore launched a movement against dalit discrimination by 

creating public opinion through his writings in several periodicals such as Mook Nayak, 

Vahishkrit Bharat, and Equality Janta, which he started for the protection of dalit rights. 

He also launched numerous movements. One of the memorable struggles of the Dalits was 

the Vaikkom Satyagraha in Travancore in Maharashtra,[5] which asserted the right of the 

Dalits to worship in Hindu temples without hindrance. Another very significant movement 

was Mahad March[6] to assert the rights of Dalits to take water from public watering places. 

Ambedkar organized the Dalit rally to assert their legal right to take water from the Chowdar 

tank. The Chowdar tank of Mahad was made a public tank in 1869. In 1923, the Bombay 

Legislative Council passed a resolution to the effect that the Dalits be allowed to use all 

public  

5 

watering places. The Mahad Municipality passed a resolution on 5 January 1927 to the effect 

that the Municipality had no objection to allowing the Dalits to use the tank. But the higher 

castes were hesitant in allowing the Dalits to use the tank. Soon after this resolution was 

passed a conference of the Dalits of the Colaba district was held for two days. Ambedkar also 

convened a conference on 18-20 March 1927 on this issue. On 20 March 1927, the 

conference exhorted the Dalits to go to the Chowdar Tank and exercise their right to take 

water from it. The Hindus who had exhorted them to be bold instantly realized that this was a 

bombshell and immediately ran away. But the electrified Dalits led by Ambedkar marched in 

a procession through the main streets and for the first time drank the water from Chowdar 

tank. 

Another temple entry movement took place at the Kalaram temple at Nasik in Maharashtra 

State. On 13 October 1935, at a conference convened on the issue, Ambedkar recounted the 

http://www.hurights.or.jp/archives/focus/section2/2009/06/b-r-ambedkar-an-indefatigable-defender-of-human-rights.html#n4
http://www.hurights.or.jp/archives/focus/section2/2009/06/b-r-ambedkar-an-indefatigable-defender-of-human-rights.html#n5
http://www.hurights.or.jp/archives/focus/section2/2009/06/b-r-ambedkar-an-indefatigable-defender-of-human-rights.html#n6
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experience of the depressed classes and the immense sacrifices made by them to secure 

minimum human rights under the aegis of Hinduism.[7] 

Ambedkar fought for the rights of workers and peasants. In the late 1920s and especially in 

the 1930s when he had formed his Independent Labour Party, he took up the cause of tenants 

(from both the dalit Mahars and the caste Hindu Kunbis) in the Konkan region of 

Maharashtra. With the support of radicals then in the Congress Socialist Party, the 

Independent Labour Party organized a huge march of 20,000 peasants to Mumbai in 1938, 

the largest pre-independence peasant mobilization in the region. In the same year, Ambedkar 

joined with the Communists to organize a strike of Mumbai textile workers in protest against 

a bill about to be introduced by the British Government to curve labor strikes.[8] Ambedkar 

took the lead in condemning the bill in the assembly and argued that the right to strike was 

simply another name for the right to freedom of assembly. 

Protection for Dalits during British Era:- 

The demand for safeguards and protection of Scheduled Castes (earlier called Depressed 

Class) has a long history dating to Montague-Chelmsford Reform of 1919 during the British 

Raj period. Ambedkar had been closely involved in the  

6 

struggle to give Scheduled Caste people solid statutory safeguard. He was a delegate at the 

Round Table Conference in London, where he asked for separate electorate for the Dalits. It 

is not a surprise that subsequently Ambedkar saw to it that the welfare of the Scheduled Caste 

people were guaranteed in the 1949 Constitution of India in the form of reservation in 

legislative, employment and educational fields. 

Ambedkar was a great champion of the dalit cause because he succeeded in turning the 

depressed class movement into a revolutionary movement throughout India. Today India has 

witnessed the oppressed classes walking on the streets of cities and villages with confidence 

and poise, of course many despicable acts of discrimination and violence against the dalits 

still occur. Yet the juggernaut of equality is rolling on remorselessly and forcefully. 

Conclusion 

Ambedkar is India's foremost human rights activist during the 20th century. He is an 

emancipator, scholar, extraordinary social reformer and a true champion of human rights. [9] It 

can be said that he is one of the highly regarded Indians whose emancipation and 

http://www.hurights.or.jp/archives/focus/section2/2009/06/b-r-ambedkar-an-indefatigable-defender-of-human-rights.html#n7
http://www.hurights.or.jp/archives/focus/section2/2009/06/b-r-ambedkar-an-indefatigable-defender-of-human-rights.html#n8
http://www.hurights.or.jp/archives/focus/section2/2009/06/b-r-ambedkar-an-indefatigable-defender-of-human-rights.html#n9
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empowering role for oppressed groups that cut against the gender divide has inspired 

subaltern groups all over the world. All should try to take inspiration from Dr. B. R. 

Ambedkar's life and work for the creation of a just and gender-neutral world. 
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INTRODUCTION 

If you have no knowledge, have no education, 

And you yearn not for the same, 

You posses intellect but work not on the same, 

How then can you be called a human being? 

Birds, animals, monkeys, human beings too, 

All go through life and death 

But if you gain no knowledge about this, 

How then can you be called a human being? 

(Savitribai Phule) 

In connection of the above lines by the first Indian Dalit lady teacher- Savitribai Phule who 

stresses on the necessity of Education and her idea was appreciated by British also. As the 

line suggests, if we are not educated, we have no right to call ourselves a ‗human‘. The main 

important thing is that to increase the knowledge about the philosophy of life. It is all about 

knowledge and if Education doesn‘t teach you ‗Who you are‘, you are not considered as a 

‗human‘ but an ‗animal‘. Many of Indians think of Dr. B. R. Ambedkar as the maker of 

Indian Constitution or as a Dalit Icon. But it escapes the attention of Indians that Dr. B. R. 

Ambedkar was a visionary, who was ahead of his times. His ideologies are needed to be 

followed by 21st century stakeholders of Education. 

 CONCEPT CLARIFICATION („EDUCATION‟ AND „NATION DEVELOPMENT‟ 

mailto:dhvanijoshi.dj@gmail.com
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Etymologically, the word education is derived from two Latin words ―educare‖ and 

―educere‖ Accordingly, ―educare‖, means to train, to form or to mould. In other words, it 

means that the society trains, forms or moulds the individual to achieve the social needs and 

aspirations. ―Educere‖, on the other hand means to build, to lead, or to develop. And the 

nation is developed fully when all the human beings have been successful in establishing the 

‗VALUE‘.  The nation will only be developed when we, through education instill the human 

values, morals in this 4G students and create ‗Difference‘. Our prime focus should be on 

character development rather than the development of mind. In short, Education is the 

powerful weapon to change the nation. In the words of Dr.Ambedkar,  

That education was a sword and being a double edged weapon, was 

dangerous to wield. An educated man without character and humility was more 

dangerous than a beast. If his education was detrimental to the welfare of the poor, 

the educated man was a curse to society. Fie upon such an educated man. Character 

is more important than education.” L.&M.— P-305 

 

 PHILOSOPHY OF EDUCATION 

The contemporary world attention has focused on education as an instrument of launching 

nations into the world of science and technology and with consequential hope of human 

advancement in terms of living conditions and development of the environment. This is 

because, education, in the life of a nation, is the live wire of its industries and also the 

foundation of moral regeneration and revival of its people. Though the present schools and 

universities are sitting on hotbeds of technological advancement, they still lack in making the 

child advanced by his character, advanced in having core values, advanced in developing soft 

skills and advanced in his morals. According to Ambedkarji, there should be a change in our 

philosophy of Education system because the system is successful in overcoming the burden 

of books but failed in overcoming the burden of mind. The aim and objective of this 

philosophy is to create skills, responsibility, and respectable, knowledgeable and reasonable 

citizens for nation states. The function of educational philosophy is to address the teacher- 
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learner interactions where the teachers carry a philosophical nature when they enter a class 

room. A teacher should always motivate students to focus on ‗VALUE‘ and be the real 

contributors of society. If it is successful, we will create the better citizens of tomorrow.  

 DR.AMBEDKAR‟S PERSPECTIVE OF EDUCATION 

Dr Ambedkar left an indelible mark on Indian Society and Economy. His vision on nation 

building was closely related to his ideal of a good society and ideal is based on the concept 

Liberty, Equality and Fraternity. Ambedkar‘s vision of nation building was geared with 

social transformation and human progress. Education has been seen as conducting an 

emancipatory role in each person's life. The current education system has drawn inspiration 

from opinions which are cultured from the authoritative powers of the dominating classes, 

and seems divorced from exploring the rationale for its relevance in society at large and the 

youth within it. 

Dr. Ambedkar was an impeccable leader, who took up the leadership to light the lamp of 

enlightenment. With his immense reading and clarity of thoughts and arguments, he 

countered the oppressive and discriminatory caste based practices. Ambedkar's last words 

emphasized: 'Educate, Agitate and Organize'. It's astonishing to realize that Ambedkar's 

opinions and perceptions on education aren't recognized which are very important in this fast 

generation. In his opinion, Equality in Education in every aspect is reflected in the 

constitution, and it proves to be an important element is its composition. As we move beyond 

the boundaries set for our understanding of equality, we also need to know how equality is 

perceived. Taking the example of the National Council for Education and Research (NCERT) 

and how its information brochure elaborately explains 'Equitable space for all'. The NCERT 

says, 

“Across the country, enormous strides towards establishing schools within 

the reach of every habitation have been made. Attempts to put larger number of 

children through schooling have proved to be successful. But pockets of 
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children still remain to be reached- children from the socially weaker sections, 

those belonging to the scheduled castes and tribes, those belonging to the 

minority groups, and particularly girls, in each of these groups. The need of the 

hour is to identify the extraordinary socio-cultural circumstances which restrict 

these children from accessing schools. 

 

 

This excerpt from the NCERT's brochure shows its identification of a particular section of 

Indian society. 

PURPOSE OF EDUCATION: 

Here we need to understand the purpose of education. When Ambedkar talks about 

knowledge, he lists two purposes of knowledge:  

 To acquire it for betterment of others and 

 To use it for one's own betterment.  
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The latter is pursued by a larger circle of people than the former. From this we could 

conclude that the realization of existence is not the only valid standpoint, but the realization 

of struggled existence of the 'others' is also important. For example, when there is violence 

from the upper castes on lower castes then the depressed caste groups assert their existence 

which also shows their existence for the dominant caste. 

 

 ARGUMENTS OF DR. AMBEDKAR IN CHANGING CURRENT 

EDUCATION SCENARIO 

1. Dr.Ambedkar has argued against professional learning which aims at creating a 

clerical nature of workers, inclucating a non-questioning attitude as the objective of 

learning. He had explained the importance of education in his written testimony 

before the University Reform Committee set up by the Municipal Government 

regarding Mumbai University reforms. He discussed various issues related to 

education and also the reasons for the failure of the education system. 

 

2. Dr. Ambedkar challenges the notion of accepting unchallenged notions of society. 

The argumentative capability reflects a person's thinking prowess and his ability to 

reach the truth and identifying it through a procedure. We might also want to 

understand how Dr Ambedkar perceived the nature of education. He says, 

 

The Division of the pre-degree education and the post-degree 

education meant the partition of education and research from each other, 

which itself proved that when the research is separated from education then 

the former is immeasurably harmed. 

 

3. The student so trained should learn to distinguish between what may fairly be called 

matter of fact and what is certainly mere matter of opinion. He should be accustomed 

to distinguish issues, and to look at separate questions each on its own merits and 

without an eye to their bearings on some cherished theory. He should learn to state 
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fairly, and even sympathetically the position of those to whose practical conclusions 

he is most stoutly opposed. He should become able to examine a suggested idea, and 

see what comes of it, before accepting it or rejecting it. Without necessarily becoming 

an original student he should gain an insight into the conditions under which original 

research is carried on. He should be able to weigh evidence, to follow and criticize 

argument and put his own value on authorities. 

4. Character is more important than education so the first focus should be in developing 

student‘s character by moulding his thoughts. 

 

5. Spread of education should be a proper function of the University. But this cannot be 

achieved unless the University adopts vernacular as the medium of instruction, which 

in the present circumstances is a far cry. He holds a very strong affirmative view on 

the use of vernacular as a medium of instruction. But I feel that the problem cannot be 

solved unless Indian public opinion decides which vernacular it selects for common 

intercourse. 

This makes it clear that the education and its continuation through implementing it in one's 

life is necessary for constant and meaningful learning. Dr.Ambedkar listed these four 

components as objectives for policy makers:  

1. Recasting the aims and purposes of education, 

2. Education as an instrument of substantive equality, 

3. Women's education  

4. Character Development 

Education formed the fundamental part of his eloquent speeches and messages, making us 

perceive his early understanding of it as a fundamental right and also as the major tool of 

rebellion among the discriminated. Dr.Ambedkar's speeches many a times mention the 

transformative nature education has, which he would have imbibed from the diverse range of 

academic learning he had. The concept of upliftment or rise of the 'lower class' was accepted. 
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With the advantage of being a learned person Dr. Ambedkar was in a better position than any 

other to challenge the relations of the upper and the lower castes and the immobility within 

them. Education hence proved to be a factor of upliftment when certain communities were 

denied the same. In his own words: 

“Education is something which ought to be brought within the 

reach of every one. The policy therefore ought to be to make higher 

education as cheap to the lower classes as it can possibly be made. If all 

these communities are to be brought to the level of equality, then the only 

remedy is to adopt the principle of equality and to give favoured treatment to 

those who are below level.” 

  

 GEAR UP 21ST CENTURY (CONCLUSION) 

Dr. Ambedkar had a deep relation with education and his writings show expertise and indepth 

analysis of the subject. The great leader has been restricted to the narrow position of being 

just a Dalit emancipator. His contributions towards education and his vision towards it should 

be traced and nurtured. He realized education to be a priority for the society and for growth of 

individuals with character. Educational philosophy stresses on development of persons and 

their environment. He also saw education as something that can create radical changes in an 

oppressed society and create avenues for change which are equal for all. Dr. Ambedkar's 

thoughts resonate with the current academic discourse and hence make him relevant, to bring 

in a perspective which has been missing. The perspective which is generated through 

struggled learning. That learning needs to be recognized and captured in textbooks, cutting 

across boundaries. Meanwhile, teachers and the trainers also need to establish a bond and 

promote an education that works towards the objectives of self-actualization and a just 

society. With such collective efforts, education can play a role in the creation of citizens who 

are aware of the perils a society faces, motivating them to challenge its customary norms and 

practices even when establishing themselves. This contextualization of education in India 

https://drambedkarbooks.com/2015/02/06/dr-b-r-ambedkar-on-discrimination-in-education-charity-and-industries/
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would create a pedagogy which enables the teachers and learners participate in the process of 

‗CHANGE‘ and enhance one's ideals in society. In nutshell, Students are the main part in 

developing the nation, so the teacher also. So, a development in our philosophy of Education 

will definitely bring the development of nation. I will wrap up the conclusion by 

Dr.Ambedkar‘s Words: 

“I am very fond of teaching profession. I am also very fond of 

students. I have dealt with them. I have lectured them in my life. I am very 

glad to talk to the students. A great lot of the future of this country must 

necessarily depend on the students of this country. Students are an 

intelligent part of the community and they can shape the public opinion.” 
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डॉ. भीमराव आम्बेडकर और उनके शिक्षा संबंधी ववचार 

- प्रा. नयेि आय. योहित 

बायतीम संववधान के ननभााता भिाभानव बायतयत्न डॉ. फाफासािेफ आम्फेडकयजी ने 

अऩनी ऩूयी जजंदगी सभाज के शरए रगा दी, आज ऩूयी दुननमा उन्िे गवा से माद कयती िै, 

जजन ऩरयजथथनत भें उन्िोने संघर्ा ककमा इसका कोई बी अन्दाजा निीं कय ऩाता । उनके 

ववचाय सदैव फिुत आगे की उनकी सोच को हदखाते िै। फाफासािेफ के कुछ श्रषे्ठ ववचाय मि 

ऩजलरि कय यिे िै, जो आऩको एक सीशभत सोच से फािय सोचने के शरए भजफूय कय देंगे। 

सभानता एक कल्ऩना िो सकती िै, रेककन कपय बी इसे गवननाग शसदधांत रुऩ से 

थवीकाय कयना िोगा ।       - डॉ. आम्फेडकयजी 

बीभयाव आम्फेडकय ने देि के ननधान औय वंचचत सभाज की प्रगनत कयने का सुनिया 

सुत्र हदमा था, उसकी ऩिरी इकाई शिक्षा थी । इससे अन्दाज रगामा जा सकता िै कक वे 

गनतिीर सभाज के शरए शिक्षा को ककतना भित्त्व देते थे । इनका सूत्र था – शिक्षा, संगठन 

औय संघर्ा । वे आह्वान कयते थे शिक्षक्षत फनो, संगहठत फनो औय संघर्ा कयो । ऩढो औय 

ऩढाओ । इस सूत्र का अथा थऩष्ट िै कक संगहठत िोने औय न्माममुक्त संघर्ा कयने के शरए 

प्रथभ िता शिक्षक्षत िोने की िी िै । इस भाभरे भें फाफासािेफ की दृजष्ट एकदभ साप िै । 

साधन सम्ऩन्न सभाज के फच्चो के शरए जीवन भें प्रगनत के अनेक याथते िै । वे अऩने 

ऩैतृक साधनो का प्रमोग कयके नमे याथते बी तराि सकते िै । औय ऩिरे से िी उऩरलध 

याथतो का अऩने हित के शरए सुववधा से उऩमोग बी कय सकते िै । कभ से कभ जीवन की 

बौनतक प्राजततमों के क्षेत्र भें तो मि सफ िो िी सकता िै रेककन वंचचत सभाज के फच्चो के 
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शरए साधनो के अबाव भें आगे के याथते फन्द िो जामेगें औय वे जीवन बय दु्ख औय वेदना 

का नायदीम जीवन िी धोते यिेगें? ऐसा निी िै इनके शरए एक ऐसा याथता खुरा िै जो 

साधन सम्ऩन्न रोंगो को उऩरलध सबी याथतो से बी ज्मादा प्रबावी औय गुणकायी िै, वि 

याथता िै शिक्षा प्रातत कयने का । शिक्षा से बौनतक जगत भें गनतिीर िोने की क्षभता तो 

प्रातत िोती िी िै, फौदचधक ववकास बी िोता िैं । मिी कायण था कक फाफासािफ ने शिक्षा को 

प्राथशभकता दी िै । ऐसा उन्िोने किा िी निी फजल्क थवमं अऩने उदाियण से कयके बी 

हदखामा । 

फाफासािेफ ने उच्च शिक्षा प्रातत कयने के शरए अनेक कष्ट सिे, रेककन उच्च शिक्षा 

प्रातत कयने के अऩने ध्मेम ऩय अडडग यिे । ऩाठ़िारा के हदनो भें जानत बेद को रेकय उनको 

जो हदक्कते उठानी ऩडी उनको िामद दोियाने की जरुयत निी िै, वे सवाववहदत िै । इसशरए 

उन्िोने सबी के शरए शिक्षा ऩय जोय हदमा था । फाफासािेफ ऩढाई, नौकयी औय सभाज सेवा 

एक साथ साध रेने का संकल्ऩ सुनाते िै, तो उनके भन भें शिक्षा, एकता औय संघर्ा का 

त्रत्रसूत्र बी हदखाई देता िै । 

बीभयाव आम्फेडकय ने थवमं अऩनी शिक्षा का उऩमोग अऩनी सुख सुववधा के शरए 

निी फजल्क वंचचत सभाज के कल्माण के शरए ककमा । इसभें कोई िक निी िैं कक आम्फेडकय 

शिक्षा को वंचचत सभाज के कल्माण औय प्रगनत का घायदाय औय कायगाय िचथमाय भानते थे 

। रेककन शिक्षा को वे आईसोरेिन भें ऩरयबावर्त निी कयते थे, फजल्क उसके सवाग्रािी अथो 

भें िी ग्रिण कयते थे । 
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शिक्षा का इतना भित्त्व िै तो शिक्षा देनेवारे शिक्षक का भित्त्व तो उससे बी कई गुणा 

फढ जाता िै, क्मोकक शिक्षा केवर ककताफो से निी शभरती । शिक्षा संथकाय फनाती िै औय 

संथकाय शिक्षक के आचयण से िी फनते िै । इसशरए शिक्षा के भाभरो भें फाफासािेफ शिक्षक 

की बूशभका औय चमन को रेकय अत्मंत सतका  यिते थे । 

आधुननक मुग भें आम्फेडकय का चचन्तन अभानवीम, अनैनतक एवं अन्मामऩूणा 

साभाजजक व्मवथथाओ के प्रनत ववद्रोि एवं ववयोध का सफसे सिक्त थवय भाना जाता िै । 

फाल्मकार से िी कठोय अनुबवों से गुजयते िुए डॉ. आम्फेडकय को अनेक साभाजजक फुयाईमों 

एवं ववडम्फनाओ ंके साथ अऩनी जीवन ननमनत से साक्षात्काय िुआ। गिन अध्ममन एवं उच्च 

शिक्षा के आधाय ऩय उन्िोंने साभाजजक अिुब के प्रनत अऩनी आरोचनात्भक दृजष्ट की एक 

वववेक-सभथत एवं ताकका क आधाय प्रदान ककमा । 

डॉ. आम्फेडकय का जीवन एक ववदमाथी के शरए आदिा ववदमाथी जीवन का उदाियण 

िै । वे हदन भें 18 घंटे अध्ममन कयते थे । ववदमाथी कार भें ककए गमे उनके ऩरयश्रभ जो 

कक उददेश्मऩूणा थे, क्मा िभ ऐसे उददेश्मऩूणा जीवन के फाये भें कबी चचन्तन कयते िै? क्मा 

िभायी शिक्षा प्राजतत का कोई भौशरक उददेश्म िै ? 

एक शिक्षक के रुऩ भें उनकी भान्मता थी कक एक दशरत वगा के ववदमाथी को 

साभान्म श्रणेी के ववदमाथी से ज्मादा ऩरयश्रभ कयना चाहिए औय एक आदिा के रुऩ भें अऩने 

को प्रकट कयना चाहिए । एक फाय एक दशरत ववदमाथी उनसे शसपारयि कयने आमा, तो डॉ. 

आम्फेडकय ने उसे थऩष्ट किां कक ‘ भाना कक भैं चािूं तो मि संबव िै ऩय भुझे मि िोबा 

निीं देता । दुसयी फात, इस तयि ककसी के शरए शसपारयि कयना भुझे धणृाथऩद रगता िै । 
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भेयी तो फजल्क मिी धायणा िै कक दशरत ववदमाथी की तयप से ऐसा व्मविाय िी निीं िोना 

चाहिए जजस कायण उसकी अऩनी फौदचधकता औय मोग्मता भें ककसी प्रकाय की िानन प्रकट 

िोवे । भैं तो मि चािता िूं कक वि दसूये ववदमाथीमों की तुरना भें एक आदिा ववदमाथी के 

रुऩ भें अऩना अजथतत्व थथावऩत कयें । 

नौजवानों को सम्फोचधत कयते िुए वि किते िैं कक उन्िें अऩनी जजन्दगी भें ऊंचे 

उददेश्मों की प्राजतत के शरए आठों ऩिय प्रमत्न कयते यिना चाहिए । महद ऐसा निीं िै तो वि 

ऩिु से बी ज्मादा बमानक िै । एक फाय उन्िें जाककय िुसैन कॉरेज भें ‘ रोकतंत्र ’ ववर्म ऩय 

फोरने के शरए फुरामा गमा । गहठमा से ऩीड़ित िोते िुए बी उन्िोंने दो ववदमाथीमॉ ंजो कक 

ननभंत्रण देने के शरए आमे थे, किा ‘ भैं एक फीभाय आदभी िूं ककन्तु ववदमाथीमों से फात 

कयने से भुझे पे्रभ िै ।’ जजस हदन बार्ण देना था, वे फ़िी भुजश्कर से भंच तक आमे, तफ 

तक फीभाय हदखाई दे यिे थे, रेककन जफ उन्िोंने फोरना िुरु ककमा तो रगा कक उनको कोई 

कष्ट िी निीं िै । इसके दि भिीनों के फाद िी उनका देिावसान िो गमा था । 

उऩयोक्त वववयण से क्रभि् िभें उनके ऩरयश्रभ, ईभानदायी औय कामा के प्रनत ननष्ठा 

के उदाियण शभरते िैं । वे किते थे कक ‘ भेयी इच्छा थी कक भैं जजन्दगी बय ववदमाथी फना 

यिूं ।’ उनका किना था कक ‘ िभें मि ववचाय छो़ि देना चाहिए की भां-फाऩ फच्चों को जन्भ दे 

सकते िैं, ऩय ककथभत निीं । वें उन्िें शिक्षा हदराकय उनकी ककथभत को फना सकते िैं । ’  

डॉ. आम्फेडकय के अनुसाय, ‘ ज्ञान आदभी के जीवन का आधाय िै ।’ अत् िभें शिक्षा की 

तयप वविेर् सकायात्भक दृजष्टकोण यखना चाहिए। सन ्1849 भें भिात्भा ज्मोनतफा पूरे ने 

भहिराओ ंऔय िूद्रो की शिक्षा के शरए ववदमारम फनामे औय एक आंन्दोरन ख़िा ककमा औय 
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उन्िोंने शिक्षा की ऩिरी ककयण से उन्िें अवगत कयवामा जफकक डॉ. आम्फेडकय ववदमाथीमों के 

शरए एक आदिा के रुऩ भें उबये । 

डॉ. आम्फेडकय के अनुसाय एक देि के शरए इन चाय भूल्मो थवातन्त्रता, एकता, 

फन्धुत्व औय न्माम फिुत आवश्मक िै । उनके अनुसाय, ‘ जजस सभम भें कुछ वगों के रोग, 

जो कुछ चािे वि सफ कय सकें  औय फाकक सफ वि बी न कय सकें  जो  उन्िें कयना चाहिए, 

उस सभाज के अऩने गुण िोंगे, रेककन उनभें थवतन्त्रता िाशभर निीं िोगी । अगय इंसानों के 

अनुरूऩ जीने की सुववधा कुछ रोगों तक िी सीशभत िै, उसे वविेर्ाचधकाय किना उचचत िोगा 

। ’ 

डॉ. आम्फेडकय का दिान सभाज को सभथत अिुब एवं अशबिाऩ से भुक्त कय 

थवाधीनता, सभानता औय भ्रातृत्व ऩय आधारयत सभाज यचना के शरए पे्ररयत कयता िै। ववचाय 

ऩय व्मविाय दोनों िी थवयों ऩय आम्फेडकय असभानता, अथऩृश्मता, अशिक्षा, अंघववश्वास, 

अन्माम, अनैनतकता जैसे साभाजजक अिुबो एवं अशबिाऩों से रोिा रेते िै एवं एक भानवीम, 

नैनतक एवं न्मामवप्रम सभाज के ननभााण का आह्वान कयते िैं । आम्फेडकय एक ऐसे सभाज 

के थवतन द्रष्टा थे जजसभें भनुष्म अऩने वववेक से अंधववश्वासों का खडंन कयता िै । सभाज 

औय प्रकृनत के प्रनत वैज्ञाननक एवं वववेक सम्भत दृजष्टकोण अऩनाता िै औय धभािाथत्रों भें 

क्मा शरखा िै, इसकी चचन्ता न कयके भानवीम नैनतकता एवं न्माम के आदिों के अनुरूऩ 

व्मविाय कयता िै । 

जो शिक्षा अंधववश्वास, बाग्मवाद, संकीणाता, प्रनतकक्रमावाद जैसी कुयीनतमों को ध्वथत 
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कयती िै, वि ग्रिण कयने मोग्म िै । प्रनतमोगी, व्मावसानमक, तकनीक औय उऩमोगी शिक्षा 

आज िभाये सभाज की भित्वऩूणा आवश्मकता िै । िभ अबी उन ऩौधों को निीं सींच ऩामे िैं 

जो इन ववचायकों ने रगामे थे । उनके सऩनों को ऩूया कयने के शरए िभें कठोय संकल्ऩ, 

ईभानदायी औय प्रबावऩूणा ढंग से काभ कयना िोगा, तबी िभ सिी भामने भें डॉ. फी. आय. 

आम्फेडकय के शिक्षा दिान को सभझने की फात कय सकते िैं । 
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 Introduction 

             In an unassuming street in London‟s posh Primrose Hill, there is a buzz about a 

particular house that was purchased last September by India‟s state government of 

Maharashtra, and opened as a museum and learning centre by Prime Minister Narendra 

Modi. Its blue plaque reads: „Dr Bhimrao Ramji Ambedkar, 1891-1956, Indian Crusader for 

Social Justice, lived here 1921-22‟. To Dr Corinne Lennox, he was also a true visionary and 

„one of the world‟s greatest defenders and philosophers of human rights.‟ 

Today [14 April 2017] marks the 126th birthday of Dr Bhimrao Ambedkar, a key figure in 

the global story of human rights but one whose contributions are not adequately understood 

or recognised. His birthday is widely celebrated in India, where he is best known for drafting 

the Indian Constitution, in which he embedded several provisions for the protection of rights 

of the most marginalised. His statue is dotted throughout the country but his leadership is 

most significant for the Dalits of India, who continue to occupy the lowest rungs of Indian 

society despite the elevated heights to which Dr Ambedkar, himself a Dalit, was able to 

reach. 

Dr. Ambedkar is one of the world‘s greatest defender and philosopher of human rights. He 

was a true visionary, contributing to a global evolution of this idea, to the legal enshrinement 

of rights, and to this day, he continues to inspire human rights defenders. 

Why do I call Dr Ambedkar a human rights defender? Some might see him narrowly as a 

defender of the rights of Dalits but not of human rights more broadly. His lifelong efforts to 

eradicate caste-based discrimination arguably count as his greatest achievement. Moreover, 

the language of ‗human rights‘ was still in its infancy during his lifetime, even if the 

standards had earlier roots. A proper examination of his writings and his actions show, 

however, that he was very much cosmopolitan in his philosophy of justice and in his legal 

and political work, which demonstrate his support to norms embodied in universal human 

rights as we have since come to know them.To illustrate my point, I will highlight three key 

progressive strands of his thinking on principles of human rights, and how this projected 

where the international human rights movement would go in the decades to follow. 
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First, is the interdependence of human rights. A constant refrain in his writings is his call for 

‗liberty, equality and fraternity‘. Equality and non-discrimination are clearly at the core of his 

conceptual framework of human rights. Yet, in contrast to the use of these principles in the 

French and American declarations, Dr Ambedkar placed social and economic equality 

alongside political and civic equality. 

For example, as India became an independent state, he said, ‗On the 26 January 1950, we are 

going to enter into a life of contradictions. In politics we will have equality, and in social and 

economic life we will have inequality. How long shall we continue to deny equality in our 

social and economic life? If we continue to deny it for long, we will do so only by putting our 

political democracy in peril.‘ He was also critical of the efforts in Communist states of the 

period in supporting economic and social rights at the cost of liberty.The global human rights 

movement was dominated for decades by a focus on civil and political rights and only latterly 

brought economic and social rights more to the forefront of human rights advocacy. Dr 

Ambedkar was prescient in his recognition of the interdependence of civic and political rights 

with social and economic rights, even at a time when states were working to divide these 

norms across the two international human rights covenants. 

Second, Dr. Ambedkar said, ‗I measure the progress of a community by the degree of 

progress which women have achieved.‘ He strived through efforts, including his proposed 

Hindu Code Bill, to secure rights for women in India in areas such as inheritance and divorce. 

Importantly, he was of course referring to all women, not just the progress of elite women, 

approaching gender equality as he was from the point of view of Dalit women.The 

recognition of inequalities within the international women‘s movement itself is still 

something that we are grappling with, and which came relatively late to the gender equality 

debate. Emphasis on the concept of ‗intersectionality‘ in gender discrimination is also fairly 

recent.Today the voice of women in the Dalit movement has been growing ever stronger, as 

has the voice of Dalit women in the women‘s movement, both nationally and internationally. 

For example, Asha Kowtal, general secretary of the All India Dalit Mahila Adhikar Manch 

(All India Dalit Women‘s Rights Forum, or AIDMAM), led a group of Dalit women on a US 

tour last autumn, bringing attention to the egregious human rights violations faced by Dalit 

women, and connecting with others in the global movement, such as the women leaders of 

Black Lives Matter. 

Third, Dr Ambedkar was visionary in his understanding that democracy alone is not a 

guarantee for the protection of the rights of minorities. He attempted to build into the 
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constitution several protections for different minority groups in India (as later detailed along 

with other minority rights proposals in his ‗States and Minorities‘ (1947)). Many of his 

efforts in this regard were blocked, including by Gandhi, pushing him to settle only for 

reserved seats for Dalits in government under the Poona Pact (1932).This is still an area of 

human rights where there is a great deal of misunderstanding of how protecting minority 

groups from discrimination through various tools, such as affirmative action ‗reservations‘ 

used in the public sector in India today, is essential to members of those groups fulfilling 

their human rights. Far from being a privilege, these measures are a basic tool for achieving 

substantive equality in the face of discrimination. In the words of Dr Ambedkar, 

‗Discrimination is another menace which must be guarded against if the fundamental rights 

[of the Indian Constitution] are to be real rights‘.The global Dalit movement continues to 

strive towards these aims in their struggle to eliminate caste-based discrimination, to achieve 

fulfilment of their human rights and for the restoration of dignity and justice. Leaders of this 

movement look to Dr Ambedkar for inspiration, putting into practice his famous mantra: ‗My 

final words of advice to you are educate, agitate and organise; have faith in yourself‘. Indeed, 

his words could be a rallying cry for human rights defenders everywhere. 

 Ambedkar‟s Life as a Struggle. 

Babasaheb Ambedkar was a leading social activist and reformer who gave his life for the 

upliftment of the Dalits. A leader for the oppressed, he relentlessly fought for the eradication 

of caste discrimination that had fragmented Indian society. He was a reformer who 

campaigned against the untouchability and for the liberation of dalits. Born in a socially and 

economically backward family, He was the victim of caste discrimination, humiliations, and 

inequality. He belongs to the Mahar Caste, which was treated as an untouchable community 

by the dominant caste people in Maharashatra. Thus Ambedkar was subject to 

discriminations and humiliations due to the caste system. However, fighting all odds, he 

earned a law degree and various doctorates from Columbia University and London School of 

Economics. He gained reputation as a scholar for his research in the field of Caste Studies, 

law, economics, and political science. He was India‘s first law minister and the chief architect 

of the Indian Constitution. 

 

 Ambedkar‟s Idea of Social Justice  

 

―My Ideal: a society based on Liberty, Equality, and Fraternity‖ – Ambedkar Social Justice is 

the view that everyone deserves equal social, economic and political rights and opportunities. 
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Plato and Aristotle initiated the discussion on Justice in the western philosophy. Ambedkar 

believed in the concept of social justice as it has emphasized the equality of all human beings 

irrespective of their caste, gender, religion and race. Ambedkar‘s concept of social Justice 

stands for the liberty equality and social justice of all human beings. In his speech, 

―Annihilation of Caste‖ Ambedkar stated that his ideal society would be based on Liberty, 

Equality, and Fraternity.  

 

 Ambedkar as a champion of Women‟s Rights  

 

―I measure the progress of a community by the degree of progress which women have 

achieved‖ - Ambedkar in a meeting of the depressed classes on 18thJuly 1927 Ambedkar 

struggled for the women‘s liberation from the male dominated society. He argued that Manu 

Smriti (Laws of Manu) is a system which oppressed the Dalits and women for centuries. He 

opined that Manusmriti is antidalits and women as it degrades them. Ambedkar used to 

regularly contribute essays on the question of women‘s empowerment to the news papers like 

Mooknayak and Bahiskrit Bharat. In addition, Ambedkar also created awareness among the 

illiterate women to struggle against the social evils like child marriages and Devadasi system. 

He believed in the social and political movements run by women. He opined that the 

movements under the leadership of women may change the society and improve the 

conditions of women and other oppressed people. Moreover, Ambedkar also fought for the 

women‘s education as he firmly believed that education is the most powerful weapon to 

change the lives of women. Therefore, he advised the men and women to educate, agitate and 

organize for the social change.  

 

 Ambedkar as a defender of Human Rights  

 

Dalits and other lower caste people were not allowed to drink water from wells. They were 

not allowed to enter the temples in the colonial India. Ambedkar led several movements to 

establish the rights of dalits over water and other resources. Indeed, it was a struggle to 

protect the dignity of the dalits and assert their rights as humans. In 1927, Ambedkar led the 

march at Mahad, Maharashtra along with dalit activists and leaders to taste the water from the 

Public Lake as it was earlier prohibited. This marked the beginning of caste eradication 

movement. As the temple entry was banned for dalits, Ambedkar started a movement in 1930 

at the Kalaram Temple, Nashik, Maharashtra. This movement claimed that the dalits also 

have every right to enter the temples and it was viewed as another milestone in the history of 

dalit movements for human rights & social justice. Ambedkar opined that only political 
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power cannot be a solution for the problems of the depressed classes. But their salvation lies 

in their social elevation.  

 

 Ambedkar's Movement for Human Rights 

During the last decade of the 19th century, many Indian leaders born among the lower castes 

like Narayan Guru (1854-1928), Jotiba Phule (1827-1890), and Ramaswamy Naicker 1879-

1973) launched massive struggles for the dignity of Dalits throughout India. Ambedkar was 

the most towering figure among these Dalit leaders.In 1917 he joined the Baroda State 

Service after returning from his studies in the USA and the United Kingdom, as part of the 

terms of his scholarship agreement. He worked in the city of Baroda, the place of the ruling 

family of Gaikwad, which financed his studies abroad. He worked as secretary in the defense 

office of the Maharaja of Baroda State.However, despite his foreign education, he had to 

endure insults while at work due to his low caste origin. He was a victim of the cruel dalit 

discrimination. He suffered the ignominy of having document files hurled by peons at his 

face.He suffered the humiliating experience of not being served drinking water during official 

functions. At the officer's club, he had to sit in a corner and keep his distance from the other 

members belonging to higher castes. He also had difficulties in finding a rented house, as he 

was not allotted government bungalow. He stayed in an inn owned by Parsis (members of 

Zoroastrian religion). One morning, as he was getting ready to go to work, a dozen Parsis, 

allwielding sticks, rushed up to his room screaming that he had polluted the inn and insisted 

on his immediate departure. He begged them to let him stay for a week longer since he hoped 

to get his government bungalow by then. But they were obdurate. If they found him at the inn 

that evening, they said God help him. After spending much of the day in a public garden, 

Ambedkar, in utter frustration and disgust, left for Bombay by the 9 pm train. 

These scorching incidents goaded Ambedkar to work for the protection of dalit rights and 

upliftment of the status of the Dalits. In 1924, he started legal practice in Bombay and 

founded the Bahishkrit Hitkarni Sabha (Depressed Class Institute) to uplift the Dalits.  

Henceforth, he started his movement and took the cause of the Dalits. He roused the dalit 

consciousness to fight for the eradication of dalit discrimination; to claim equality of 

treatment, status and opportunity; to equally enjoy all rights? civil, political, social and 

economic ? and respect for the dignity of persons. He was considered a crusader for the 

human rights of the Dalits in India.The Hindu religious belief that "All human beings are not 

born equal" creates caste-based discrimination against the Dalits that leads to various forms 
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of violence against them including public humiliation, torture, rape, beating and killing. 

Reacting to the values of Hinduism, Rabindranath Gore wrote,We do not value Hinduism, we 

value human dignity... We want equal rights in the society. We will achieve them as far as 

possible while remaining within the Hindu fold or if necessary by kicking away this 

worthless Hindu identity. 

Ambedkar was a great supporter of women's liberation. He blamed the verna system, which 

has not only subjugated Dalits but also women. He questioned Manu Smriti (Laws of Manu), 

the law book (Dharam-Shastra) of Brahminic Hinduism and attributed to Manu, the 

legendary first man and lawgiver. Manu Smriti prescribed the Dharma of each Hindu, stating 

the obligations attached to his or her social class and stage of life. It was hostile to the interest 

of lower caste people and women.  

It prohibited re-marriage of widows. He felt that Manu Smriti was solely responsible for the 

downfall of Hindu women. He encouraged the Dalits to embrace Buddhism to liberate their 

own selves from Hindu subjugation. Hence he fought for the right to choose ones' faith. After 

embracing Buddhism, Ambedkar said, "[U]nfortunately for me I was born a Hindu 

Untouchable.. 

 I solemnly assure you I will not die as a Hindu." He practiced what he advocated and became 

a Buddhist in 1956.He also wrote about the French revolution ideas of fraternity, liberty and 

equality. He thought that the French and Russian revolutions failed to realize all three ideas. 

He believed that they could not all be realized except through the way of the Buddha. 

 

 

 Conclusion  

 

Thus, Ambedkar was critical of Gandhi, attacked caste system, converted to Buddhism, and 

became a true representative of the oppressed castes. Ambedkar‘s analysis of caste has been 

inspiring to many dalits and Non-dalit intellectuals. He developed a critique of Indian society 

based on the Enlightenment ideals of Liberty, Equality and Fraternity. He was intellectual, 

liberal and more modern than many of the Indian thinkers and leaders. Ambedkar‘s passion 

for the eradication of caste system is still relevant as the ‗caste system‘ is still a serious social 

problem in India. Ambedkar is India‘s one of the greatest original thinkers and leaders for the 

‗Social Change‘. He is a scholar, outstanding social reformer and a Messiah for the 
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downtrodden people. His emancipator ideals are still relevant to every dream of a just, 

modern, liberal, secular, humane, democratic Indian society and they are inspiring to the 

present day youth for the socio-political change in the country. His ideals and arguments are 

significant to achieve a casteless Indian society and a society which is based on Liberty, and 

Equality. In these following words, Dr. B.R. Ambedkar expressed hope that the caste system 

can be eradicated with the education and continuous struggle for freedom, ―My final words of 

advice to you are educate, agitate and organize; have faith in yourself. With justice on our 

side I do not see how we can loose our battle. The battle to me is a matter of joy. The battle is 

in the fullest sense spiritual. There is nothing material or social in it. For ours is a battle not 

for wealth or for power. It is battle for freedom. It is the battle of reclamation of human 

personality.‖ Ambedkar is India's foremost human rights activist during the 20th century. He 

is an emancipator, scholar, extraordinary social reformer and a true champion of human 

rights. It can be said that he is one of the highly regarded Indians whose emancipation and 

empowering role for oppressed groups that cut against the gender divide has inspired 

subaltern groups all over the world. All should try to take inspiration from Dr. B. R. 

Ambedkar's life and work for the creation of a just and gender-neutral world. 
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Introduction: 

Dr. Bhimrao R. Ambedkar is known as the father of Indian Constitution. By getting world‘s 

best knowledge, he proved that there is a not permanently right of any one particular 

caste/castes over the knowledge. Birth is mere an accident and there is no relation between 

birth and talent. It is untrue that untouchables have no ability to acquire knowledge. Being 

untouchable he had not only faced difficulties in his childhood, but also in whole life. Dr. 

Ambedkar is the most learned man of the India and he want to create one India on the base of 

the modern democratic thought instead of the conservative thought of Hinduism. He did not 

want to get only political democracy, but also social and economical democracy. He believes 

that nationality is the greater than caste or religion. However, he tried to get the human rights 

of the Depressed Class through awakening and reforms of Hinduism. But he faced severe 

oppose from the orthodox Hinduism. Lastly, he understood that there was no hope for the 

change of mind set of the follower of Hinduism. He renounced the Hinduism after a study of 

the world‘s main religions. He embraced the Buddhism which is based on the egalitarian 

society. Hence, this path was not a plain, but it was the full of thorns and various difficulties.  

Methodology:  

The secondary source of the data is used for the study and the description of the research 

paper. However, the Writing and Speeches of the Dr. Ambedkar, various articles, research 

papers, Internet, etc., were used for the study. The research has tried to get conclusions 

through some important incidents and various experiences of the life of Dr. Babasaheb 

Ambedkar.  However, the life of Dr Ambedkar could be classified into three forms of his 

personality for this study.  

 

(1)  Iconoclast Ambedkar:  

(2) Protestant/Reformer Ambedkar: 
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(3) Revolutionist Ambedkar: 

Objectives: 

(1) To get such important incidents from the life of Dr. Ambedkar that inspired him to 

embrace the Buddhism. 

(2) To find out the important incidents that forced Dr. Ambedkar for renouncing the 

Hinduism. 

(3) To throw lights about the ideas of Dr. Babasaheb Ambedkar about Religion. 

(4) To discuss his journey from the Hinduism to Buddhism. 

 

Discussion: 

(A) Iconoclast Ambedkar: 

A) In the Childhood: 

Experiences of the untouchability, struggle for find out its roots  and criticism of the 

Hinduism: 

Untouchabiliy is woven like a shade of the body and it does not hide in the absent of the sun. 

However, the discrimination of the depressed class is very common in whole fields of life. 

Dr. Ambedkar had faced it from the childhood to the end of the life. However, he understood 

and concluded that the caste system is the roots of it. The dharmshastras (holy books of 

Hinduism) is the source of inhuman caste system. The scriptures of Hinduism sanctioned it. 

The Ramayan, Mahabharta, which is not only narration of the greatness of the Brahmins and 

the Kshatriyas, but also it, is the degradation of the Shudras and the Untouchables.|  

Dr. Ambedkar is not accepted the discrimination and degradation of the depressed 

class from the Ramayan and Mahabharat. He questioned and tries to get its answer from his 

rational mind. His father forced him to read these books and after reading of these holy 

books, he concluded that ‗Bhishma and Drona were hypocrites. They said one thing and did 

quite the opposite.  Krishna believed in fraud. His life is nothing but a series of frauds.‘ Dr. 

Ambedkar also examined the Ramayan. In his book Buddha and his Dhaam, Dr. Ambedkar 

said that ‗Equal dislike I have for Rama. Examine his conduct in the Sarupnakha 
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[=Shurpanakha] episode [and] in the Vali Sugriva episode, and his beastly behaviour towards 

Sita. My father was silent, and made no reply. He knew that there was a revolt.‖  

(http://bihar.humanists.net/Ambedkar.html) 

B) In Young Age: 

Fight against the discrimination and tried to get the solution for Human Rights of the 

Depressed Class: 

1) Experience of Baroda: 

After getting education, while he appointed as the Military secretary in Baroda, he could 

not got the residence in any hotel or hostel. Even his peon made distance from him and not 

giving file direct hand to hand and flung files on the table. He forced to leave his temporary 

residency and pushed to the road by Parsee owner of Hotel. According to, 

bihar.humanists.net, 

―The humiliations reached a climax, when one day a group of Parsees armed with lathis 

forced Ambedkar to vacate the Parsee hotel where he was living.  No Hindu or Muslim was 

prepared to give him shelter in the city All this was unbearable to him. He sent a note to the 

Maharaja; but the Diwan expressed his inability to do anything in the matter. Ultimately 

Ambedkar left Baroda and went to Bombay in November 1917.‖ 

(http://bihar.humanists.net/Ambedkar.html) 

2) Mahad conference, 1927: 

In preparations for holding the conference, attitude of the touchable is not helpful and they 

want to failure of the whole programme. According to the book ‗Dr. Ambedkar life of 

Mission,‘ “As no Hindu land lord allowed the use of land for the pandal, a site for the 

conference was secured with great difficulty from a Muslim. As the local merchants refused 

to have any dealings with the men connected with the conference, the Reception committee 

had to purchase corn and other material from outside, sufficient to last for ten days.|” 

―Ambedkar avowed that it was the ultimatum aim of politics to maintain and protect 

those human rights: he added: ‗Removal of untouchability and inter-caste dinner alone will 

http://bihar.humanists.net/Ambedkar.htm
http://bihar.humanists.net/Ambedkar.htm
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not put an end to our ills. All departments of services such as courts, military, police and 

commerce should be thrown open to us.‘ Concluding his speech he said: ‗Hindu society 

should be reorganized on two main principles-equality and absence of casteism.‘‖ Dr. 

Ambedkar said that ―this conference has been called to inaugurate an era of equality in this 

land‖ (Keer: p.99). 

―At the conclusion of the conference, Ambedkar and his part went to see in the 

neighborhood of Mahad, the excavations supposed to have dated from time of Lord 

Buddha. (Keer: p.1o7). 

3) Burning of Manusmriti, December, 25 1927: 

The aim of burning of Manusmriti was mentioned in the resolutions: ―Among other 

resolutions a resolution was passed to burn the Manusmriti, which according to Ambedkar 

perpetuated the social, economic, religious and political slavery of the untouchables. 

Accordingly, the Manusmriti was burnt publicly on December 25, 1927. By another 

resolution, it was demanded that priestly profession among Hindus be democratized, 

allowing everyone who desired to have an opportunity to become a 

priest.‖(http://bihar.humanists.net/bAmbedkar.html.) 

―The report that Manusmriti had been burnt as a part of the Mahad Satyagraha gave rise 

to strong revulsion and much criticism in the caste-Hindu press. Justifying this action, 

Ambedkar wrote in the 3 February, 1928 issue of the Bahishkrit Bharat that his reading of 

the Manusmriti had convinced him that it was insulting in its treatment of the Shudras and 

that it did not even support the idea of social equality. To burn a thing is to register protest 

to the idea it represented. By so doing, one expected to shame the persons concerned into 

modifying their behavior. He said further that it would be futile to expect that anyone who 

revered the Manusmriti could be genuinely interested in the welfare of the untouchables. 

He compared the burning of the Manusmriti to the burning of foreign cloth recommended 

by Gandhi. (http://bihar.humanists.net/bAmbedkar.html.) 

4) Jalgaon Conference, May 29, 1929: 

http://bihar.humanists.net/bAmbedkar.html
http://bihar.humanists.net/bAmbedkar.html
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In his book Dhanajay Keer mentioned that ―In ‗Jalgaon Conference‘ which was 

convened by the Depressed Class of Central Provinces and Berar on May 29, 1929. It was 

at this conference that a resolution was passed stressing the need for embracing some other 

religion in the event of continued disregard for their condition by the caste Hindus. In this 

concluding speech Ambedkar told the conference bluntly that ‗it was quote impossible for 

them to get their disabilities removed by remaining in the Hindu fold. So he advised such of 

them as could endure no longer the pangs of poverty, misery and disabilities, to embrace 

some other religion for the betterment of their lot and honour, if their disabilities were not 

removed by the caste Hindus before a prescribed date.‖ The feeler however, was not taken 

seriously by the Jalgaon Hindus. They thought it was a ruse aimed at bargaining for more 

civic rights by working on the feelings of the caste Hindus in a puerile manner. But, the 

time limit expired, and about twelve Mahars embraced Islam in the first week of June 1929. 

(Keer: p.130)‖ 

‗By this incident the eye of Sanatani opened to the realties and reason for some time. 

Those who held that stigma of pollution disappeared with the death of a Mahar were moved 

to throw open two wells to the Depressed Classes without delay or demur.‘ ‖ (Keer: p.131) 

Yeola conference in Nasik, 1935: 

Dr. Ambedkar declared that he was born as a Hindu, but would not die as one. 

5) Round Table Conference and Poona Pact: 1932 

In the Round Table conference, Dr. Ambedkar had succeeded to put the actual side of 

the depressed class and the British had given the separate electorates to the depressed 

class. But, the opposition of Gandhi and his fast with the support of orthodox leaders of 

Hinduism pressurized Dr. Ambedkar to leave his demand of the separate electorates.  

Due to all sided pressure, there was no way to Dr. Ambedkar except the accepting 

formula of reservation of seats with the common electorates. It is said that the ‗Poona 

Pact‘ proved that the mindset of Hinduism would not changed and he has to choose 

another way to take care of the security of the depressed class. 

6) Annihilation of Caste:(1936): 
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 ―When the Hindu reformist group, the Jat-Pat Todak Mandal (Forum for Break-up of 

Caste) of Lahore, which had invited Ambedkar to deliver its annual lecture in 1936, asked 

for and received the text of the speech in advance, it found the contents ―unbearable‖. The 

Mandal realized that Ambedkar intended to use its platform not merely to criticize the 

practice of caste, but to denounce Hinduism itself, and withdrew its invitation.‖ 

(‗Annihilation of Caste‘: Editor‘s Notes: Dr B.R. Ambedkar 1936). 

Middle Age: 

1) The Constitution of India: 

The Constitution of India is not only reflection of ideas of modern democracy, but also 

it reflects Buddhism. It is the unique combination of both and it is necessary for a future 

of the democratic state. Dr. Ambedkar said that the ideas of Freedom, equality and 

fraternity are not coined from the French revolution, but it took from the Buddhism. 

2) Embracing the Buddhism: 

According to Keer, Dr. Ambedkar told in a meeting on the occasion of the Buddha‘s 

anniversary in New Delhi that ―Buddha‘s religion was based on morality. It was based 

on ethics and the Buddha acted as a Guide and not as a god whereas Krishna said that 

he was the god of gods; Christ said he was God‘s son and Mohammad Paigamber said 

that he was the last messenger of God. Except the Buddha, all founders of religions 

claimed for themselves the role of Mokshadata (Saviour) and claimed for themselves, 

while the Buddha was satisfied with the role of Margdata (Guide). The religion of the 

Buddha was morality. In place of god in Buddhism there was morality. The Buddha 

propounded a most revolutionary meaning of the word ‗Dharma‘. (Keer: p.420) 

 In place of Karma the Buddha substituted morality as the essence of Dharma. The 

social gospel of Hinduism was inequality where as Buddhism was for equality. Geeta 

upheld chaturrvarna.‖ (Keer: p.420) 

―After embracing Buddhism Dr. Ambedkar said: ―It is the greatest benefit I am 

conferring on the country by embracing Buddhism, as Buddhism is a part and parcel of 
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Bhartiya Culture. I have taken care that conversion will not harm the traditions, the 

culture and history of this land.‖(Ambedkar Vol-017, p.XX.) 

 

(B) Reformist/Protestant Ambedkar: 

Dr. Ambedkar had tried to eradicate the caste system from the Hinduism and he 

elaborated how this inhuman system has forced to live the Depressed Class like a hell. The 

caste system divides the whole society and it is the main hindrance of the unity of the state. 

He enforced that one has to work for the nationality of the state, not for the identity of the 

caste. He gave various examples of the different faiths like Islam, Christian etc. While one 

asks a simple question ‗who are you?‘ to the follower of the particular religion like Islam, 

Christian, they will give only the name of their faith. While in the Case of Hinduism, the 

answer of that question is only name of the caste.  Dr Ambedkar tried to work for various 

reforms of Hinduism and he initiated such movements and also gave support to work of ‗the 

Bahiskrit Hitakarini Sabha‘ (Outcaste Welfare Association) for abolishing of the caste 

system.   

Use of „Protestant Hindu‟ word: 

Dr. Ambedkar used the word ‗Protestant Hindu‘ for the Depressed Class during the ‗Round 

Table Conference. According to svarajyamag.com,  ―On January 4, 1931, Dr. Ambedkar 

submitted to the Round Table Conference‘ a ‗Supplementary Memorandum‘ in which he 

state that the term ‗Depressed Class‘ was considered by the so-called untouchable 

communities as ‗degrading and contemptuous‘. Instead, he suggested three official names: 

‗Non-caste Hindus‘, ‗Protestant Hindus‘ or; Non-conformist Hindus.‘‖  

He emphasized that "It is not possible to break Caste without annihilating the religious 

notions on which it, the Caste system, is founded." Hence, some touchable also gave support 

to Dr. Ambedkar and Babasaheb also tried to remove the roots of the inequality. He worked 

for the happiness of the all, not only for the Depressed Class. Dr. Ambedkar is a foresighted 

man and he identified the caste system as the hurdle of the unity of India.  So, he emphasized 

that Indian Society must give up the caste system and adopt the modern views of democracy. 
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Dr. Ambedkar had tried to evaluate the thought of Hinduism and showed the some 

contradiction. However, he had tried to give up such inhuman and exploitative ideas of the 

Hinduism for the unity of the India, for the dignity of the every human being who follow the 

Hinduism. It is said that in this phase, Dr. Ambedkar had worked like the Martin Luther 

King. Dr. Ambedkar had tried for human rights of the Depressed Class. He had tried to give 

new shape to the Hinduism with the rational ideas of liberty, equality and fraternity. He tried 

to reform of Hinduism and it becomes the rational religion. 

 

1) By Movement: 

However, he organized some movements for alarming and awakening to the Hinduism. 

He had also struggled for the basic rights of the Depressed Class. ‗Mahad Satyagrah‘, 

‗Kalaram temple entry movement‘ etc. are important movements. Hence, ―The first phase 

of Ambedkar‘s struggle was to create an opening for the untouchables within Hindu fold 

by trying to smash the bastion of caste and its religion by trying to gain access to public 

places and utilizes where the untouchables were discriminated.‖ 

(www.buddhismtoday.com) 

2) By the negotiation: (Round Table Conferences): 

―In the very first meeting of the conference, November 1930, Ambedkar asserted that 

nobody else can remove their grievances and the Depressed Classes need political power 

to solve their own problems. It demanded adequate representation in the legislatures and a 

right to elect their own men as their representative by separate electorates and it also 

demanded adequate representation of the Depressed Classes in the government services.‖ 

(Shastree Uttara: 1995, p.12) 

―At the Second Table Conference, 1931, Ambedkar confronted Gandhi, who not only 

refused to consider separate electorates for the Depressed Classes, but also opposed any 

form of special representation involving reserve seats.‖ 

At the third conference, we know about the declaration of the communal Award by 

the British government which gave the right of double vote to the Depressed Class. They 
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have to give two votes, ―One in a special constituency for a modest number of reserves 

seats, and one in the general electorate.‖ (Shastree Uttara: 1995, p.12) 

3) By the Constitution and Law: 

The Indian Constitution is the world‘s best constitution; Dr. Ambedkar had tied to 

make it as the best documents of the egalitarian society of social justice with principles of 

the political, economical and social democracy. Untouchability is abolished by the law; 

and prohibiting of the discrimination based on the ground of religion, race, sex, caste, 

creed or the place of birth and practice of it‘s in any form is believed as an offense and 

punishable by the law. The fundamental rights are the golden line of the Indian 

Constitution. It is said that the Indian Constitution reflects the Buddhist vision of Dr. 

Ambedkar in some extent.  

―The Hindu reform which Dr. Ambedkar dreamed through the Hindu Code Bill met 

with a steel resistance from the Hindu orthodoxy. Dr. Ambedkar realized that, thousands 

year old mental twist of the Caste Hindus would be impossible to untwist. Hence Dr. 

Ambedkar resolved to renounce Hinduism.‖ 

4) The Buddha and his Dhamma:  

It is the greatest book of Neo-Buddhism; hence it is called the holy book of Neo-

Buddhism. He had participated various rituals, celebration festivals and conferences of 

Buddhism. Yet, Dr. Ambedkar observed too much expense in celebration of festivals of 

Buddhism and it is used for grandeur for religion celebration. However, he also observed 

that some followers of Buddhism were used money for propagation of Buddhism.  He 

deeply observed rituals, celebration of Buddhism and tried to understand the philosophy 

of Buddhism from various books. After detailed study and observations of Buddhism he 

wrote ‗The Buddha and his Dhamma.‘ Dr. Ambedkar cleared that it is a compilation and 

assembly plant and the material has been gathered from various books. In the introduction 

of book, Dr. Ambedkar mentioned the following questions: 

I. The first problem relates to the main event in the life of the Buddha, namely, 

Parivraja. Why did the Buddha take Parivraja?  
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II. The second problem is created by the four Aryan Truths. Do they form part of the 

original teachings of the Buddha ?  

III. The third problem relates to the doctrines of soul, of karma and rebirth.  

IV. The fourth problem relates to the Bhikkhu. What was the object of the Buddha in 

creating the Bhikkhu? 

 

(C) Revolutionist Ambedkar: 

Dr. Ambedkar had observed the work of the Bahiskrit Hitakarini Sabha, various social 

Conference like ‗Prathana Sabha‘, ‗Bhramo Sabha,‘etc. They ―did their bit in the field on 

the basis of humanitarianism. The galaxy of humanitarians, Mahatmas and rationalists 

diagnosed the disease in their own way and prescribed for it, but in vain. The disease was 

in stomach and often the medicine was applied by the reformers to the head. Few of them 

provided for the education of the Depressed Classes, many fondled them, some partook 

food with them, others helped them to reform their concept of living, dwelling and dress 

while taught them how to bathe.‖ (Keer: p.57).  

What was the attitude of social reforms of the Hindu about the eradication of the caste 

system among the Hindus?  Dr. Ambedkar was very aware of it. When the Jat-Pat-Todak 

Mandal an organization of Caste Hindu Social Reformers invited to Dr. Ambedkar for 

the conference as the president, Dr. Ambedkar first declined the invitation. According to 

Dr. Ambedkar, ―As a rule, I do not like to take any part in a movement which is carried 

on by the Caste Hindus. Their attitude towards social reform is so different from mine 

that I have found it difficult to pull on with them. Indeed, I find their company quite 

uncongenial to me on account of our differences of opinion.‖ (‗Annihilation of 

Caste‘:1936) 

However, while reactionary Hindus purified the ‗Chowdar tank‘ after drank of Dr. 

Ambedkar and his followers, Dr. Ambedkar understood that caste Hindus were not ready 

to give the equal status to the untouchables. So he concluded that self help is the best 

help.  
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According to Keer, ―He knew from the history that injustice is not removed till the 

sufferer himself does away with it by his own exertions and actions. As long as the 

conscience of a slave does not burn with hatred for his slavery, there is no hope for his 

salvation. ‗Tell the slave he is a slave and he wills revolt.‘ was the slogan raised by Dr. 

Ambedkar He exhorted the untouchability to fight for self-elevation. Self-help, self-

elevation and self-respect was the symbol on the standard he unfurled.‖ (Keer, p.60) 

Before discussing the question of why Dr. Ambedkar renounced Hinduism and embraced the 

Buddhism? First, we look about the ideas of him about what is the religion?  

 Why Dr. Babasaheb Ambedkar embraced Buddhism? 

 Why Dr. Ambedkar renounced Hinduism? 

 What is religion? 

 

 Why Dr. Babasaheb Ambedkar embraced Buddhism? 

 “Why I am inclined towards Buddhism? 

In the preface of ‗The Buddha and his Dhamma,‘ Dr. Ambedkar had discussed this question. 

According to him, ―The direct answer to this question is that I regard the Buddha's Dhamma 

to be the best. No religion can be compared to it. If a modern man who knows science must 

have a religion, the only religion he can have is the Religion of the Buddha. This conviction 

has grown in me after thirty-five years of close study of all religions.‖  

“How I was led to study Buddhism is another story. 

In this book Dr. Ambedkar deeply explained about religious life of his father. Dr. Ambedkar 

wrote that ―From my early age I found certain contradictions in my father's religious way of 

life. He was a Kabirpanthi, though his father was Ramanandi. As such, he did not believe in 

Murti Puja (Idol Worship), and yet he performed Ganapati Puja--of course for our sake, but I 

did not like it. He read the books of his Panth. At the same time, he compelled me and my 

elder brother to read every day before going to bed a portion of [the] Mahabharata and 

Ramayana to my sisters and other persons who assembled at my father's house to hear the 
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Katha. This went on for a long number of years.‖ (Dr. Ambedkar: ‗The Buddha and his 

Dhamma:‘ preface.) 

In this book, Dr. Ambedkar also showed that how his community organized the 

celebration of a public meeting to congratulate him (Dr. Ambedkar) for passing the English 

Fourth Standard examination, which was presided by Dada Keluskar and he got the book on 

the life of the Buddha as a gift from Dada Keluskar. Dr. Ambedkar read the book and he was 

greatly impressed and moved by it. 

After reading of the life of the Buddha, Dr. Ambedkar wanted to know more about the 

Buddhist literature instead of the Mahabharata and Ramayana. Dr. Ambedkar argued his 

father that ‗the Mahabharata and Ramayana, which recounted the greatness of the 

Brahmins and the Kshatriyas and repeated the stories of the degradation of the Shudras and 

the Untouchables.|‘  

 His father had protected of reading of these holy books, and told that the characters 

of these books could help him to remove the inferiority complex. Dr. Ambedkar got some 

force in his answer, but he was not completely satisfied and told that ―I do not like Bhishma 

and Drona, or Krishna. Bhishma and Drona were hypocrites. They said one thing and did 

quite the opposite.  Krishna believed in fraud. His life is nothing but a series of frauds. Equal 

dislike I have for Rama. Examine his conduct in the Sarupnakha [=Shurpanakha] episode 

[and] in the Vali Sugriva episode, and his beastly behaviour towards Sita. My father was 

silent, and made no reply. He knew that there was a revolt.‖ (Dr. Ambedkar: ‗The Buddha 

and his Dhamma:‘ preface.)  

However, It is said that Dr. Ambedkar want to such thing which can give the answer 

of his curiosity. The book of life of Buddha worked as the ‗Parasmani,‘ which is his internal 

desire to get it.  Dr. Ambedkar accepted that ―This is how I turned to the Buddha, with the 

help of the book given to me by Dada Keluskar. It was not with an empty mind that I went to 

the Buddha at that early age.‖ (Dr. Ambedkar: ‗The Buddha and his Dhamma:‘ preface.)  

1) Article of the Editor of the Mahabodhi Society's Journal of Calcutta (1951): 
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According to Keer, in his article entitled ‗Buddha and the future of his Religion,‘ of 

Mahabodhi Society's Journal, Dr. Ambedkar mentioned about ―the thought of Buddhism: 

(i) The Society must have either the sanction of law or the sanction of morality to hold 

it together. Without either the society is sure to go to pieces. 

(ii) Religion, of it is to function, must be in accord with reason which is another name 

or science. 

(iii) It is not enough for religion to consist of a moral code, but its moral code must 

recognize the fundamental talents of liberty, equality and fraternity. 

(iv) Religion must not sanctify or ennoble poverty.‖ (Keer:p.421) 

In one article of the Editor of the Mahabodhi Society's Journal of Calcutta (1951), Dr. 

Ambedkar emphasized that ―the Buddha's Religion was the only religion which a society 

awakened by science could accept, and without which it would perish. I also pointed out that 

for the modern world Buddhism was the only religion which it must have to save itself.‖  In 

that article, Dr. Ambedkar also noted that ―Buddhism makes [a] slow advance is due to the 

fact that its literature is so vast that no one can read the whole of it. That it has no such thing 

as a bible, as the Christians have, is its greatest handicap‖ 

 

Naming his new home as Rajgriha: 

Dr. Ambedkar has internally attraction to the Buddhism and naturally he selected the 

Buddhist word for name of his house. ―In early 1030s, naming his new home as ‗Rajgriha‘ 

reflects his early inclination towards Buddhism.‖ (www.buddhismtoday.com) 

 

 Why Dr. Ambedkar renounced Hinduism: 

Why do you remain in the Hinduism? 

In the Speech of Mahad conference: 31st May 1936, Dr. Ambedkar said that ―Why 

do you remain in a religion which does not treat you as human beings? Why do you remain in 

a religion which prohibits you from entering temples? Why do you remain in a religion which 

prohibits you from securing drinking water from the public well? Why do you remain in a 

http://www.buddhismtoday.com/
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religion which comes in your way for getting a job? Why do you remain in a religion which 

insults you at every step? (www.columbia.edu/itc) 

Goal of the Renouncing Hinduism: 

Dr Ambedkar gave the told that ―The only question before this conference is, what should be 

done for the betterment of our life? How to carve out the path for our future life?‖ (Speech of 

Mahad conference: 31st May 1936: www.columbia.edu/itc) 

1) Aspects of the Renouncing Hinduism and What is religion? : 

―There are two aspects of conversion: social as well as religious, material as well as 

spiritual.‖ 

2) What is religion? (Speech of  Mahad conference: 31st May 1936: 

www.columbia.edu/itc ) 

In Discussion of the Spiritual Aspect of Conversion, Dr. Ambedkar mentioned the 

following definition of religion as a principal which is given by Lokmanya Tilak.   

a) ―That which knits the people together is religion.‖  

b) ―Religion means the rules imposed for the maintenance of society.‖   

 Dr. Ambedkar discussed this definition very deeply and he accepted the same concept 

of the definition of religion. He raised the question of the nature of the rules which 

maintain the society. He argued that ―the question still remains as to what should be the 

nature of the rules which govern society. This question is more important than that of 

definition. Because the question, of which religion is necessary for a man, does not 

depend on its definition but on the motive and nature of the rules that bind and govern the 

society.‖  

c) What should be the real nature of religion?        

In Speech of Mahad conference: 31st May 1936 (www.columbia.edu/itc), Dr. 

Ambedkar discussed that what should be the real nature of religion? What should be the 

relation between a man and the society? He answered with the concepts of the modern 
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social philosophers. According to them, ―They have proposed three answers to this 

question. 

(i) Some have proposed that the ultimate goal of the society is to achieve happiness for 

the individual.  

(ii) Some say the society exists for the development of man's inherent qualities and 

energies, and to help him develop his self. 

(iii)However, some put up [=maintain] that the chief object of the social organization is 

not the development or happiness of the individual, but to create an ideal society.‖ 

The concept of the Hindu religion is, however, much different from all these concepts. 

There is no place for an individual in Hindu society. The Hindu religion is constituted 

on the class concept. The Hindu religion does not teach as to how an individual 

should behave with another individual.‖ 

3) Aim of Religion:          

 In Speech of Mahad conference: 31st May 1936 (www.columbia.edu/itc), Dr. 

Ambedkar told that ―A religion which does not recognize the individual is not 

acceptable to me personally. Although society is necessary for the individual, social 

welfare cannot be the ultimate goal of religion. To me, individual welfare and progress is 

the real aim of religion. Although the individual is a part of the society, his relation with 

the society is not like that of the body and its organs, or that of the cart and its wheels.‖ 

―So also, I do not accept a religion in which one class alone has a right to gain 

knowledge; another has only a right to use arms; the third one, to trade; and the fourth, only 

to serve. (Speech of Mahad conference: 31st May 1936: www.columbia.edu/itc) 

―Everyone needs knowledge. Everybody needs arms. Everyone wants money. The 

religion which forgets this, and with a view to educate a few persons keeps the rest in the 

dark, is not a religion but a strategy to keep the people in mental slavery.‖ (Speech of 

Mahad conference on: 31st May 1936. (www.columbia.edu/itc). 
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―A religion which permits some to bear the arms and prohibits the rest is not a 

religion but a plan to keep the latter in perpetual slavery. A religion which opens the path of 

acquiring property for some, and compels others to depend on these few even for the daily 

necessities of life, is not a religion, but an utter selfishness.‖(Speech of Mahad 

conference: 31st May 1936, www.columbia.edu/itc)    

4) Final Goal of concentration on True religion is „Appo Dipo Bhav‟: 

Dr. Ambedkar concluded from his lifelong experiences that self help is the best help 

and without trying one‘s endeavor of future vision the follower of Hinduism have no interest 

to welfare of the depressed class. They have no interest to give equal status to the Depressed 

Class and they have no love and ‗karuna‘ to the Depressed Class. So, only one way of self-

elevation, self sufficiency is remained. So Dr. Ambedkar said that ―I also take your leave in 

the words of the Buddha.‖Be your own guide. Take refuge in reason. Do not listen to the 

advice of others. Do not succumb to others. Be truthful. Take refuge in truth. Never surrender 

to anybody!" If you keep in mind this message of Lord Buddha at this juncture, I am sure 

your decision will not be wrong.‖ (Speech of Mahad conference: 31st May 1936, 

www.columbia.edu/itc) 

What is Buddhism?  

As mentioned in the article ‗why Ambedkar converted to Buddhism‘ in 

youthkiawaaz.com, ―In the hymns of the Rig Veda, Ambedkar said, “we see man‟s thoughts 

turned outwards, away from himself, to the world of the gods.” Buddhism, he said, ―directed 

man‘s search inwards to the potentiality hidden within himself‖. Whereas the Vedas are full 

of ―prayer, praise and worship‖ of the gods, Buddhism aims at “training of the mind to 

make it act righteously.”(youthkiawaaz.com).  

 

Conclusion:  

The following are the important conclusions of the research paper can be carried down. 

http://www.columbia.edu/itc
http://www.columbia.edu/itc/mealac/pritchett/00ambedkar/ambedkar_buddha/09_epilogue.html
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1) It is easily concluded that Dr. Ambedkar had decided to renounced Hinduism was not a 

day dream or decision of one second, but it was taken through passing of a lots of 

churning process (theoretically and  practical experiences) done by the greatest learned 

man of the world (Dr. Ambedkar).   

2) Dr. Ambedkar had tried to cave the new path for redefining of the status and place of the 

Depressed Class.   

3) It is try to get freedom of the Depressed Class and also try to get new identity and 

dignity.  

4) The main goal of the path of Buddhism is to get dignity, equal status, self respect, and 

Human rights of the Scheduled Caste.  

5) In the pathway of Dr. Ambedkar, it is taken care that the new path would be 

nationalizing the Depressed Classes (followers) and it would also be enriching and 

strengthening to the Indian culture.   

6) B.R. Ambedkar provided the new path of religion which is the free from the casteism, 

‗karm‘ and ‗rebirth‘. Buddhism believes in equality of man. ‗Pranjna (understanding)‘, 

‗Karuna‘ (love).  

7) It is concluded that Dr. Ambedkar attracted to the Buddhism, because it consists of 

Liberty, equality and fraternity of the egalitarian society and its emphasized morality and 

love etc. These principles had satisfied the thirst of Dr. Ambedkar about the future of 

religion. 
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The Role of Dr. B. R. Ambedkar in Modern India 

Rashmin C. Bhatt 

Lecturer Mathematics Govt. Polytechnic Chhotaudepur 

Introduction 

Some people are born brilliant, some have brilliantness thrust upon them and 

some achieve brilliantness. To the last division, Dr. B. R. Ambedkar belongs. Dr. Ambedkar 

was a great patriot, social thinker, political reformer, philosophical writer with 

progressive ideas. He stood for all political, social and cultural activities which increased 

the cause of human progress and happiness. He was the soul for the constitution of 

India. He crusaded for the betterment of the oppressed and depressed classes. And in 

http://www.columbia.edu/itc/mealac/pritchett/00ambedkar/txt_ambedkar_salvation.html
http://www.columbia.edu/itc/mealac/pritchett/00ambedkar/txt_ambedkar_salvation.html
http://www.swarjayamag.com/
https://www.youthkiawaaz.com/2016/12/why-ambedkar-converted-to-buddhism
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this struggle, he stood rare crusading spirit, carving out in this process plays 

significant role for himself among the leading architects of modern India. 

 

Objectives of the Study: 

i. To know the impact of the pioneering work of Dr. B. R. Ambedkar in the field 

of human dignity, against caste discrimination in India. 

ii.  To highlight his role as one of the founders of Modern India.  

iii.  To analyze and assess his Legacy and Contribution to India. 

 

Methodology 

The present study on ‘The Role of Dr. B. R. Ambedkar in Modern India’ is based on 

historical method. This research is based on a good deal of primary and secondary 

sources that are available. Dr. B. R. Ambedkar’s writings, What Congress and Gandhi 

have done to untouchables (1945), Federation versus Freedom (1939), The problem of 

Rupee: Its origin and its solution (1925), Annihilation of Caste (1936), Castes in India: 

Their Genesis, Mechanism and Development (1918), Who were the Shudras (1946), The 

Untouchables: Who were they and why they became Untouchables (1948) and diverse 

collection of secondary sources for the study were also consulted. Dr. Ambedkar as a 

social reformer. Dr. Ambedkar believed in peaceful methods of social change. He was 

supported to constitutional lines in the evolutionary process of social transformation. He 

thought the factors like law and order which are indispensable for social life. It also 

strives to sustain institutions that will make better ‘social order’. He was opposed to 

the violent methods in social change for it obstacle the tranquility and creates chaos. He 

had no faith in anarchy methods. A welfare state of all cannot be developed on the 

grounds of terror, force and brutal methods. According to him violent methods to a 

peaceful society is not only improper but also unscientific and immoral. He was a true 
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Renaissance man, a person who excelled in many different areas of inquiry. Though he 

was hated by orthodox Hindus and labelled as a destroyer of Hinduism, historians now 

realize the crucial role Dr. Ambedkar played in recognizing Hindu society. Far from 

being a traitor, he played an important role in revitalizing Hinduism, reviving it by 

challenging everything that was unjust and unfair within it. In fact, he brought about a 

renaissance of Hinduism by provoking the Hindus to rethink some of the basic tenets of 

their religion. 

He had a great faith in social reformers to create public opinion for against of 

the gross inequalities in the society. He urged them to found organizations to deal 

with urgent cases of discrimination. The organizations should deal the powerful 

section of society to give a chance to the oppressed and depressed classes to work 

in different sectors. The Hindu society should give a space to depressed sections by 

employing them in their various sectors suited to the capacities of applicants. 

According to Dr. Ambedkar, social change and social justice are indeed critical to the 

egalitarianism that any democracy must aspire it. As a social democrat Dr. 

Ambedkar stressed on a much broader notion of stable reconstruction of country 

with inclusive growth and cultural integration in the Nation without caste 

discrimination. As the major architect of the Indian constitution, Dr. Ambedkar 

constructed the safeguards for establishing a more equitable society to millions of 

oppressed and depressed classes. In this process, Dr. Ambedkar emerges not only as 

a Valliant upholder of the Indian democratic republic, but also captures the uniquely 

distinctive place in the Indian Pantheon as a rare intellectual mass  leader  who 

awakened the social conscience of Modern India. 
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He was strongly believed that political institutions were responsible for reforming the 

existing social institutions by using legislative force to yield the results. Political institutions 

will survive only when they actively work for social reformation. 

Dr. Ambedkar was a freedom fighter of the truest kind, not merely dreaming of 

setting India force from British rule, but of transforming India into a country where freedom 

holds meaning for everyone. While Mahatma Gandhi led fellow Indians in a struggle 

against discrimination in South Africa, Dr. Ambedkar led a battle, too, against prejudice 

within his own country. By securing equality for his community, he was creating a more 

equal world for us all. 

 

Dr. Ambedkar as an emancipator of the Dalits 

Dr. Ambedkar dedicated his life for the uplifting of Dalits. He was opposed to the 

theory of caste based superiority and social discrimination. He made a path for legal rights 

to enact the laws in connection with progress of dalits which could positively change their 

lives. 

Dr.Ambedkar always led by example. He showed his followers, through the way he 

lived his own life, that education and hard work alone held the key to their liberation. 

The untouchables had been a demoralized, helpless group of people,  but Ambedkar 

taught them to stop waiting for help to come from the outside and to rely upon 

themselves instead. The idea was a revolutionary one for a people who had always been 

told that their lot in life was preordained and that they had no control over it. 

Dr. Ambedkar said, “You can change your lot, but do not flock to temples hoping for 

justice to come to you in heaven. There is justice to be found on earth if you can fight for 

it. This idea gave them a new courage and a sense of self respect that they had never 
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known before. The Ambedkar statue was an icon for depressed and oppressed classes civil 

rights. His posture, constitution in his hand and showing a new path for millions of down 

trodden people to modern society were symbols in the new era5.To conclude, Dr. 

Ambedkar has always resembles in lives of 160 million strong Dalit communities 

throughout the country. Dr. Ambedkar views were consistently been inspiring the 

oppressed, depressed and the downtrodden classes to challenge the dominant strands of 

political articulations in the country. According to Raja Sekhar Vundru who calls Dr. 

Ambedkar as the other father said: “Dr. Ambedkar gave millions of untouchables an 

identity of their own … (He) is now regarded as a great Indian, a person relevant for all 

times to come. This is not because his followers are unwavering in their devotion, or that 

they happen to be numerically higher than supporters of any other person (dead or living) in 

India, and certainly not because he probably has been represented in the highest number of 

statues erected for any man in history. It is because his following has transcended 

generations. His relevance political, social, ideological, religious, economic will persist as  

long as the clamour and struggle for justice and equal rights exists”. 

Dr. Ambedkar as a Scholar 

He starved through university life, saving every penny for his family back home and to 

buy books. It was no easy at any point to fight his way forward without a family fortune 

behind him and yet he did. He turned his hardships into an opportunity to become 

stronger and to fight harder. He was unafraid of opposition, of thinking differently from 

the crowd and of speaking his mind. 

Dr. Ambedkar, in his brief life time, managed to acquire several University degrees at the 

finest schools in the world, to edit newspapers, to write books, to become the 

principal of a law college, to lead mass movements, to address public conferences and 

to work on committees involved with the making of the Indian nation. It was as though 
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he sensed very early on that he had a lot to achieve and that time would always be 

running out for him. He was an intellectual giant and perhaps if the plight of the 

untouchables had not pushed him into politics, he could have been a scholar. 

Books were not only his weakness. He had a penchant for fountain pens of all kinds. He 

enjoyed well-tailored clothes and loved dogs. As on adult, he took up both painting and 

playing the violin because to believed that every man should love music and art. His 

hobbies, be it reading or music, spoke of his softer side. But in his political career, not 

many people saw this side of Ambedkar. He was often described as British bulldog and 

Sarojini Naidu once called him Mussolini. There is perhaps no one who had escaped his 

sharp tongue and unforgiving sarcasm, especially if those rebukes were deserved. He was 

truthful to the point of being harsh. 

Dr. Ambedkar as a Nation builder 

He was out spoken about his ideas of nation building. He possessed great foresight and 

his warnings about the future of India ring so true today. In a speech before the 

constituent assembly he cautioned his fellow legislators against the use of non-

constitutional methods of protest, such as civil disobedience and Satyagraha, because 

they were essentially an anarchic in nature. He rallied against the Indian tendency to 

engage in hero worship. He was afraid that the people of India would lay their liberation 

at the feet of someone they worshipped or entrust them with extraordinary limitless 

powers. He also underlined the importance of creating not just a political democracy, 

but also a social and economic one. His PhD thesis was inspired to set up for the Finance 

Commission of India and his works helped a lot in framing guidelines for the RBI Act 

1934.He was one of the founders of Employment Exchanges in our country. He played a 

vital role in establishment of the National Power Grid System, Central Water Irrigation, 

Navigation Commission, Damodar valley project, Hirakud project and Sone river project. 
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Dr.Ambedkar as a major contributor to Indian constitution 

Dr. Ambedkar had imprinted his mark of talent and vision in drafting Indian 

Constitution. His statesman qualities can easily visible each and every article of Indian 

Constitution. Ambedkar preferred the parliamentary system In England than the 

Presidential System in America. Dr. Ambedkar described the role of President as “He is 

the head of the state but not the executive. He represents to nation but does not rule 

the nation. He is the symbol of the nation. His place in the administration is that of a 

ceremonial device on a seal by which the nation’s decisions are made known … The 

president of the Indian union will be generally bound by the advice of the Ministers. He 

can do nothing contrary to their advice nor can he do anything without their advice”. 

He strongly supported for federal system. He said “The Draft constitution is, 

Federal Constitution is a much as it establishes what may be called Dual polity. This Dual 

polity under the proposed constitution will consist of the union at the centre and the 

states at the periphery each endowed with Sovereign powers to be exercised in the field 

assigned to them respectively by the constitution……. The draft constitution can be both 

unitary as well as federal according to the requirements of time and circumstances. In 

normal times, it is framed to work as a federal system. But in times of war it is so designed 

as to make it work as though it was a unitary system”. 

Dr. Ambedkar supported the minorities’ rights that “It is wrong for the majority do deny the 

existence of minorities. It is equally wrong for the minorities to perpetuate themselves. A 

solution must be found which will serve a double purpose. It must recognize the existence 

of the minorities to start with. It must also be such that it will enable majorities and 

minorities to merge somebody into one. The solution proposed by the constituent 

assembly is to be welcomed because it is a solution which serves this twofold purpose”.Dr. 

Ambedkar clarified about the criticisms of The Directive Principles of state of policy as 
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“whoever captures power will not be free to do what he likes with it. In the exercise of it, 

he will have to respect these instruments of instructions which  are called Directive 

Principles. He cannot ignore them. He may not have to answer for their breach in a court 

of Law. But he will certainly have to answer for them before the electorate at election 

time”. 

Dr. Ambedkar stated about Article 32 that “It I was asked to name any particular 

article in this as the most important an article without which the constitution would be 

a nullity I would not refer to any other article except this one. It is the very soul of the 

constitution and heart of it”. 

Dr. Ambedkar said about independent Election Commission that “the greatest safeguard 

for purity of elections, for fairness in elections, was to take away the matter from the 

hands of the executive authority and to hand it over to some independent authority”. 

He remarked about the constitution as “It is workable, it is flexible and it is strong 

enough to hold the country together both in peace time and in war time. Indeed, if I may 

so, if things go wrong under the new constitution, the reason will not be that we had a 

bad constitution what we will have to say is that man is vile”8. 

Conclusion 

Dr. Ambedkar’s was a short life and yet a most remarkable one. He rose up from dust, 

from being treated worse than an animal to becoming the father of the Indian 

Constitution. Dr. Ambedkar was truly a multi-faceted personality. A veritable 

emancipator of Dalits, a great National leader and patriot, a great author, a great 

educationalist, a great political philosopher, a great religious guide and above all a great 

humanist without any parallel among his contemporary. All these facets of Ambedkar’s 

personality had strong humanist underpinnings. It is only regrettable that the press in 
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the past as well as the contemporary has projected Ambedkar mainly as a great social 

rebel and a bitter critic of the Hindu religion. Critics of Dr. Ambedkar have ignored his 

basic humanistic instincts and strong humanitarian convictions behind his every act or 

speech throughout his life. Thus we conclude Dr. Ambedkar was one of the foremost 

makers of Modern India. 
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